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Giardina Finishing , leader in wood coating, with
a wide range of finishing machines and plants for panels, doors, windows, profiles, turned parts, parquet,
etc., is able to ensure high productivity, flexibility and
quality of the painted crafts and reduction of the environmental impact. Environmental protection is
one of the main targets of Giardina, as demonstrated by the success of the systems for UV coating and
the introduction of the “MOS”, selected microwave
drying system for water-based paints.

“made in Italy” video on line

www.italianwoodtech.com
Giardina Finishing Srl

we'll wait for you...

Via Vico Necchi, 63
22060 Figino Serenza (CO) - Italy
phone +39 0317830801 - fax + 39 031781650
info@giardinagroup.com - www.giardinagroup.com
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elcome to this new issue of Italianwoodtech.
We are offering a "dense" issue to our readers,
full of stories to read. And it couldn’t be otherwise: after all, this is the first issue after the
summer break, introducing a season of exhibitions and
events where Italian companies are always in the forefront.
So, an issue to be read from start to end. In-depth analysis of our daily publications on xylon.it and facebook
(www.xylon.it/facebook), without forgetting the XylonTube experience…
The opening section is dedicated to news and three articles about the situation of made-in-Italy instrumental
goods, focusing once again on the role of foreign mar-

kets for our companies. From page 16, you will find reports about Acimall, Federmacchine and Ucimu.
As usual, technology is in the forefront. We are talking
about the new season at Cosmec (on page 20), collaboration between Arte Veneziana and Scm Group (on
page 22), between Masterwood and Bosch (on page
26), between Tumidei and Biesse Group.
There are also exhibitions (Made, Sicam, Saloni
Moscow). We have certainly forgotten something, but
we are confident we have reached the goal, i.e. steal
you one moment to show you that, if you had not realized
it yet, Italianwoodtech is not a magazine to leaf
through... ■

ROBATECH
Taken over the Turkish agency Ikiler Ticaret

news

The Robatech Group in Switzerland
takes over Ikiler Ticaret S.A. in
Izmit/Turkey. Robatech AG is one of the
leading manufacturers of adhesive application systems for the most varied applications in hot melt and also in cold
glue. The Robatech Group has now
worldwide 14 daughter companies
and is represented with additionally 32
agencies. On August 16th the owners
of Ikiler Ticaret S.A. and Robatech
have signed an agreement to take over
100 percent of the shares of Ikiler Company into the Robatech Group. The integration of the Turkish Sales and Service organization into the Robatech
Group demonstrates the importance of

the Turkish and Iranian Market to the
Swiss Management of Robatech. Consequently the name of Ikiler was
changed to Robatech Tutkal Teknolojileri Sanayi Ticaret As. The Management
under the lead of Yunus Özden will remain unchanged. Hakan Tanriöven will
remain in charge for Sales and
Muharem Hündür in charge of the
Technical department. All of the 21 employees emphasize the integration and
want to be part of further successful
growth of the company. Customers
can expect Swiss quality products and
fast and competent service as before.
The team will work hard to match with
our customer’s expectations. ■

WMMA
New Board of directors

APPOINTMENTS
New president at Conlegno

The Wood Machinery Manufacturers of
America (Wmma), the national trade association for those who make machinery, cutting tools and supplies for the
woodworking industry, has announced
the election of its officers and directors.
Newly elected officers who will be
serving Wmma are as follows: John S.
Schultz, President (Super Thin Saws,
Inc.); Jamison J. Scott, Vice President
(Air Handling Systems by Manufacturer's Service Company, Inc.); Harry
Miller, Treasurer (Mereen-Johnson Machine Co.).
Continuing on the board of directors are
the following: James Arvin, Richard C.
Cowan, Brian Donahue, Frank V.
Kobilsek, Allen Turk, and Linda
Wyant.
Mark Chappell who previously served
as president of Wmma, takes the office
of Immediate Past President. Other past
presidents remaining on the board are
James E. Laster and Tom Onsrud. ■

At the last General assembly of Conlegno held last July 18, Fausto Iaccheri
was unanimously elected new president
of the Wood cork services consortium.
Born in Toano April 10, 1953, first owner of one of the first Italian companies
to produce pallets Epal, he is now chief
executive of Nolpal, one of the first Italian companies to rent Epal pallets. He
entered in Conlegno on 2009 within the
technical Committee Fitok, and in a few
years was able to distinguish himself
through the experience achieved in the
field, before being appointed president
of the consortium. ■

Fausto Iaccheri.

MARKETS
Wood pellets for South Korea and Japan

SHOWROOM
Schock opens new showroom

Both Japan and South Korea intend to
reduce the consumption of fossil fuels
and increasingly rely on renewable
energy in the future. As a consequence, both countries will increase
their importation of
wood pellets and energy chips from other
countries in Asia and
from North America in
the coming years, reports the “Wood Resource Quarterly”.
Asia will consume
more wood pellets and energy wood
chips in the future.
The governments in Japan and South
Korea have announced definite plans
to increase their usage of green and low
carbon energy alternatives. South Korea is taking steps to reduce its de-

Granite sink manufacturer Schock
(www.schock.de) has opened a new
showroom for the latest sink and tap
models at its Regen site. “The growing
significance of Schock granite sinks as
a design element in the kitchen makes
it almost imperative from our point of
view to put sinks and taps on an appropriate lifestyle pedestal,” says SvenMichael Funck, Director of Export and
Marketing at Schock. The company did
this by mounting the sink models
against the walls like the pieces in an
art gallery, with a dark background to
set them off. Single sinks are dotted
around the room on pedestals per-fectly suited to each individual model in an
eye-catching display.
The showroom will be used for presentations, events, training and meetings. ■

pendence on imported fossil fuels
and instead invest in domestic renewableenergy technology, including wind,
solar, hydropower and biomass. The
long-term plan is to increase the renewable energy share
from less than four
percent in 2011 to 6.1
percent in 2020, and
then to 11.5 percent in
2030. As part of this
effort the government
has initiated a program, which has included building eight new pellet plants,
as well as exploring opportunities to import large volumes of pellets in the future. The goal is to consume five million tons of pellets by 2020, a huge increase from the less than a few hundred thousand tons used in 2011. ■
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NEWS

TECHNOLOGY
Italian Technology in India: born the "Italian technology center"
Signed recently the network contract
between eleven Italian companies
manufacturing capital goods that,
starting today, will work to set up a
common policy to penetrate the Indian market through the “Italian technology center" (Itc), the new center for
the promotion of "made in Italy" sector
based in Pune.
The network contract is an important result of the activity agreed by the Ministry of Economic Development and Federmacchine, the federation of capital
goods associations under the project
"Machines Italy" in India, realized to support companies interested in approaching or increase its presence in
India. Blm (Cantù, CO), Colgar (San
Pietro all'Olmo, MI), Giuseppe Giana

(Magnago, MI), Istech (Vanzago, MI),
Losma (Curno, BG), Millutensil (Milan),
Omera (Chiuppano, VI), Produtech
(San Paolo D'Argon, BG), Rosa
(Rescaldina, MI), Streparava (Adro, BS)
and Tria (Cologno Monzese, MI) are the
companies participating in the initiative
promoted by Ucimu-Sistemi per produrre, the association of Italian manufacturers of machine tools, robots
and automation, and Assocomaplast,
a national association of machinery
manufacturers for molds, plastics and
rubber. Task of “Italian technology
center” will be the promotion of Itc
brand as well as brands of the eleven
companies that are part of the network.
In addition, the center, which will open
by November, will develop new con-

tacts with Indian institutions and culture
world in India, which are essential to
support the internationalization of Italian firms in the area. The first after-sales
service complete the activities carried
out by Itc in which local officials will work
in close and constant contact with the
actors in the network. The setting-up of
"Italian technology center" is in addition
to numerous previous initiatives promoted by Ucimu and Assocomaplast,
such as for example "Platform for India"
to support the penetration of associated companies in one of the most vibrant
and promising markets. Even on the basis of evidence already obtained, the
two associations involved in the project
are convinced that Itc will bring good results in the short term. ■

Hydraulic
systems

EVENTS
Holzbau Forum 2012
From 5 to 7 December 2012 at Congress Centrum in Garmisch-Partenkirchen Germany), it will be held the International Wood Construction Conference (IHF 2012) providing architects,
engineers and builders with an opportunity to report on experiences,
processes and goals related to wood
structures and construction. At the
same time the conference provides an
opportunity for architects, building of-

ficials, builders and craftspeople, practicians and educators to learn about the
latest developments and to exchange
experiences.
All info and complete program at
www.forum-holzbau.com.
All presentations will be simultaneously translated into German and English. French translations will be available
only in the main hall. ■

COLLABORATIONS
Federlegno and Scm Group at the "Rimini Meeting"
It is born a special
on a 1:10 scale
moment of profound
model of the new
collaboration beconcept car by Pintween Federleginfarina "Cambiano”
noArredo, the fedin addition to the
eration of Italian
"wooden version" 1:1
The "concept car"
companies involved
of this beautiful car,
by Pininfarina "Cambiano".
in the processing of
built by Riva 1920
wood and its derivwith Scm Group
atives, and Scm Group, the leading technology and software developed
companies in the tools and technolo- by Alphacam. Exhibited also five wood
gies for this sector, always attentive to made car models, specially designed for
the "social dimension" that the wood the "Meeting", cars outputs from pencils
technologies can help to create.
and computers of Pininfarina, stronghold
Federlegno and Scm Group were, in of the history of creativity, style and Italfact, together, at the "Meeting" of Rim- ian design and Italian industry.
ini, from August 19 to 25, with the aim To give further evidence of how today
to show young people − always pro- is working wood, were presented to tens
tagonists of the great event − what the of thousands of visitors to the "Meeting"
world of wood can offer them from a some fascinating eggs 75 centimeters
professional point of view, creating high, the symbol of perfection, cedar
opportunities for work and life.
wood.
It was a unique opportunity to look more Objects designed by Federico Rossi,
closely at how this world has changed senior lecturer in Digital Design of Desince, thanks to the technology allows partment of the Built Environment at the
to produce projects born from the har- Faculty of Architecture of London South
mony, by the inspiration, the creativity Bank University and founder of the
of architects and designers.
London architecture and design BloomDuring the "Meeting" it was possible to lab study, and made with Scm Group
see a Cnc machine ("Tech Z5") working working centers. ■

member of

Group

www.scoda.it

NEWS

KOELNMESSE
The first ten years in Italy

AWARDS
"Schweighofer Prize 2013" rewards innovation in wood field

A big party in the splendid setting of L'Albenza Golf Club, was the opportunity to
invite customers, employees and suppliers of Koelnmesse Italy to celebrate
ten years of activity. At the center of the
event, the first edition of Koelnmesse Golf
Invitational tournament that brought the
friends of the German subsidiary of the
giant trade fair on the green and in the
facilities at the club from Bergamo, chosen as the location. A pleasant day, an
informal occasion that was attended by
over 200 guests and ended with a wonderful dinner. To do the honors, the
Ceo of Koelnmesse Italy, Thomas Rosolia, and his team. A birthday the importance of which has been sanctioned by
the presence of Gerald Böse, President
of Koelnmesse GmbH, who wanted to
bring his greetings to fellow Italians
(and take this opportunity to give vent to
his passion for golf!). After the customary compliments Böse that the results
could be achieved thanks to the Italian
branch, confirming the importance of our
country, not only for being the first country, after Germany, for the number of exhibitors, but the third in number of visitors, behind Germany and the nearest
Netherlands. Important results, which are
common to the many exhibitions that are
organized every year in Cologne, all of
great importance to the business world
and the Italian economy.
The day ended with the awarding of winners of the golf tournament and the cake
of the year, that Thomas Rosolia cut along
with his staff, reiterating still like this first
decade is the result of the work of
many people and entrepreneurs and exhibitors thanking present for the trust and
respect that will bear fruit for many
more decades to come!
A special thanks to the many journalists
who, with their heads and their continuous attention and professionalism,
have made a strong contribution to the
success of Koelnmesse Italy. ■

The "Schweighofer Prize" awards the
best ideas in the field of innovation concepts, technologies, products and
services that have contributed to the
development of the timber industry and
competitive and sustainable forestry in
Europe. Schweighofer family, which
owns one of the leading woodworking
companies in, founded in 2002 this
award, which is awarded every two
years, the next in 2013. The premium
amounts to 300 thousand Euros and is
divided into a “Main prize” and a few
(3-6) “Innovation prizes".
The "Main prize" is an award aimed at
people and organizations that play
an important role in the European
forestry sector. The "Innovation Prizes"

want to act as a stimulus to innovative
concepts in the early stages of development. The areas where the prize is
aimed cover the whole forest-wood
chain, including cooperation, services
and training. Are excluded only areas
of pulp and paper. The jury of the
"Schweighofer Prize" puts a particular
emphasis on the European dimension
of the results of the candidates and focuses on applied research and development projects. It may also be advantageous to close cooperation between science and industry.
The next presentation of innovations
and ideas can be carried out from autumn 2012. For more information:
www.schweighofer-prize.org. ■

EVENTS
Wintersteiger “Thin Cutting Days”
From November 05-09 Headquarters
in Ried, Austria, Wintersteiger “Thin
Cutting Days” will take place.
Surface structures with the “X-Well” saw
blades from the Upper Austrian manufacturer of special machines are
sending out ripples among designers
and architects – because customers
are increasingly calling for wavy surfaces. Producing such individual structures with high-quality thin-cutting – and
creating visual masterpieces at that –
is the next unique feature in Wintersteiger's line of saws.
Using “X-Well” saws blades, it is now
possible to meet this new market trend.
Individuality included! This tool's specially designed tooth geometry allows
creating both regular and irregular
surfaces.
Both, the wavy cut and the rough cutting are accomplished with Wintersteiger's high-quality thin-cutting technology – with highest precision and
thinnest possible kerf. “X-Well” saw
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blades can be used in various processes. For the center-cut method, lamellas are first cut into double veneer
thickness, and then cut again in the middle using the “X-Well” saw blade. The
result is a smooth surface on one side
and a nicely structure surface on the
other.
When using the surface treatment
method, the surface of the finished product is processed by a saw. And for the
loose sandwich method, the structure
is likewise added to the finished product by a separating cut.
The “X-Well” saw blades can be used
only with Wintersteiger thin-cutting
band saws.
Only perfect matched machines and
tools from a single source can provide
the high quality resultd.
Veneer of up to 660 mm width and as
thin as 1.7 mm can be produced with
the Wintersteiger combination.
For more information please visit
www.wintersteiger.com/woodtech. ■

FAIRS
New image for “Klimahouse"

FAIRS
ForMòbile in Brazil

Presented in Milan the eighth edition of
"Klimahouse", the international trade fair
for energy efficiency and sustainability in construction, to be held in Bolzano
from 24 to 27 January 2013. More
than 400 exhibiting companies, with
several new features in the program.
New image for the event promoted by
Fiera Bolzano: a house "in progress" and
with CasaClima plate, consisting of
four solid wood that refer to different expertise protagonist areas (the know-how
of South Tyrol, building construction,
technology, research institutions, services and associations). Awarded in
Milan the winners of the first "Klimahouse
Gold Medal": Naturalia Bau, Finstral,
Rubner Group, Saint Gobain, Edilteco
and Schock Italy are the six companies
among the 108 "graduates" that in the
last three years have participated in the
"Klimahouse Trend" renowned for its
commitment to the development of innovation.
On 25 and 26 January will be held the
international conference dedicated to
"Building with intelligence" (among
speakers will be the university teacher
and designer Klaus Kada, the Dutch architect Thomas Rau and Simona
Weisleder, professor and architect,
who will present the project for Iba Hamburg sustainability in cities). "Klimahouse
City Parcours 2013-Living experience",
will open its doors to visitors of some of
the condominiums owned by Ipes (Institute for Social Housing) Province of
South Tyrol, retrained energy according
to the standards CasaClima. ■

It was held from July 24 to 27 last, at the
Pavillon Anhembi of San Paulo, the fifth
edition of ForMóbile, exhibition dedicated to the wood industry. The offer included woodworking technologies, components and semi-finished products for
furniture and finished furniture. The
event has occupied a unique pavilion of
80 thousand square meters with a total
of 750 exhibitors.
At the moment there are no official figures on turnout of visitors. The event,
however, recorded a turnout of important
visitors from beginning to end. The
completeness of the exhibition (attended by all the major groups Scm, Biesse
Homag, Weinig and Ima) and the integration with the world of semifinished
products helped to meet the needs of vis“Gold Medal” awarding.
itors. The good performance of the do-

mestic market in terms of demand for furniture has completed an extremely positive outline. The opinion of some professional operators also pointed out
that over time the demand of Brazilian
technology has shifted more towards the
panel processing at the expense of
solid wood. The latter is exported outside
the country in large quantities and then
worked later. Another point to note is the
affirmation of the growing Brazilian manufacturers of machines for woodworking,
especially concerning the standard machines and the importance of which was
emphasized by the rich and meaningful participation at the exhibition. The direct talian presence was limited to five
companies (Imas, Italpresse, Pagnoni,
First Electro and Storti). Nourished was
the presence of Brazilian companies. ■
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NEWS

flash news
MARKETS In late 2011, Brazil and
Chile sent the first chip vessels to
pulp mills in China in over five years.
In the past, Japan had been the
major destination for Latin-American
Eucalyptus chips. With Japanese
pulp mills paying considerably more
than Chinese pulp mills for chips, it is
likely that a majority of Eucalyptus
chips from Latin America will continue to be shipped to Japan.

GRASS The new Grass
(www.grass.at) showroom in central
Denmark uses 100 square metres of
floor space to set the stage for topclass movement solutions for living
room, kitchen and bathroom furniture.
With a product presentation extending over two floors, visitors can now
find out everything they need to know
about the premium products from the
manufacturer of top-class movement
systems.
HOFFMANN GROUP From August 1st, there is a new tools catalog
by Hoffmann Group listing in its 43th
edition, more than 5900 new products. Only for those sectors for cutting tools and clamping technology
the offer includes 3900 items.
Overall, including its own brand "Premium Garant", the company offers
over 55 thousand quality tools from
leading manufacturers worldwide.
For the first time have been added on
catalog the QR codes that allow direct access to Hoffmann Group eShop through a special "App
Hoffmann." This application is a free
download for users of iPhone or Android smartphone.

FAIRS
Spoga+gafa: trend barometer for the green sector
Altogether, 36,300 trade visitors from
103 countries travelled to Cologne for
the "green" sector's trend show
spoga+gafa.
The proportion of visitors from abroad
was 58 per cent.
“In terms of the number of suppliers
and visitors attending the fair,
spoga+gafa remains very stable. At the
same time, however, thanks to numerous innovations, the uniqueness of
its products and the high quality of the
event, the trade fair has been strengthened in its role as the leading international garden and leisure trade fair,”
says Katharina C. Hamma, Chief Op-

erating Officer of Koelnmesse GmbH.
On 235,700 square meters of floor
space at the exhibition centre, 1,975
suppliers from 56 countries presented
their goods and services for making the
garden a more attractive, more practical and more comfortable place to
spend time. “Once again this year the
number of international manufacturers
has been remarkable, as has the quality of the products on display. In conjunction with the attractive supporting
programme, spoga+gafa has created
the perfect foundation for the business
success of our customers,” continues
Hamma. ■

FAIRS
Zow: the three shows for furniture industry
Italian companies producing goods
and semi-finished products for the
furniture industry have a well-established series of fairs, throughout the
year, in our country and in the main European markets.
Among these, at international level,
Zow, which takes place in the exhibition center of Bad Salzuflen, in Eastern
Westphalia, in the center of a major European industrial and rich district for furniture, is certainly to be considered as
an opportunity to meet commercial and
technical assessment for operators in
the sector, of great importance, consolidated by the success of the 18 editions that have occurred over the years
and launched in Europe an exhibition
model completely original and still of
great value to exhibitors and visitors.
Before the edition of Zow 2013, February 18 to 21, were placed on the calendar by the same German organizer,
Clarion Events GmbH, represented in
Italy by Seint Ltd, in collaboration with
local partners, two other shows for the
same product category, which are
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planned in Moscow, 19 to 23 November 2012 and Istanbul, 17 to 20 January 2013.
Already confirmed the presence at
the three exhibitions, including international exhibitors, a good number of
leading Italian companies producing
components and accessories for the
furniture industry and interior design,
so as to bring out the three exhibition
centers timeliness and continuous innovation of Italian industry.
To point out that besides the undisputed
attraction ability of the German edition
of Zow – which recorded in 2012 671
exhibitors from 33 countries (including
about 60 from Italy) and 17,500 professional visitors, of which about 30 percent from abroad − is due to the growing importance of the two local furniture
markets they serve, in particular Zow
Moscow and Zow Istanbul. ■
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SCENARIOS

WOODWORKING TECHNOLOGY:
NOW FOREIGN MARKETS ARE SLOWING DOWN
The latest quarterly market survey shows that the expansion
of foreign markets has stopped, generating an impact on the global offer
of woodworking technology that is easy to imagine.
Waiting to find out what the future holds, let's take a look at the recent past.
The situation is still critical for machinery and
technology for wood and wood-based material processing: after four positive quarters, the expansion
of global markets has stopped. It’s a “natural” trend,
we might say, as orders from abroad – in absolute
terms – still represent the most significant business
for an industry with a 70 percent export share on
its production. On the contrary, the situation in Italy
is still very complicated, with structural stagnation
that is jeopardizing the companies with predominantly domestic business.
But let’s take a look at figures: according to the periodical survey by Acimall Studies Office, between April and June 2012, orders went down by
9.9 percent compared to the same period of 2011.
Foreign orders decreased by 12.3 percent, while
shrinkage on the domestic market amounted to 4.3

2011 ITALIAN EXPORT TREND
OF MAJOR MARKETS BY COUNTRY
Tools not included, in million Euros
France
Germany
Russia
Usa
Poland
Brazil
China
Belgium
Turkey
Belarus

104
95
62
58
55
51
49
48
42
34

Source: Acimall Studies Office, May 2012.
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Δ% 11/10
16.3
20.5
27.7
48.2
16.2
43.2
22.1
-1.0
38.0
71.1

percent. These figures fit into a general picture
where, we repeat, Italian woodworking technology
has been expanding strong across the global markets, with a substantial trend also last year, while
reduction has been lighter in the quarter under
scrutiny in Italy; however, the domestic market had
been "standing still" for a long time. Compared to
the index figure in January 2002, equal to 100, current order levels are at 79.
The period of ensured production is approximately
two months, while since the beginning of 2012, prices
have been growing by an estimated 1 percent. Employment is considered stationary by 81 percent of
the sample and falling by the remaining 19 percent.
Short-term forecasts. There is a manifest lack of
confidence for the final part of the year: one third
of the sample expects order shrinkage, both on foreign markets and at home. Only 15 percent of interviewed companies predict an expansion of foreign orders, while the volume will remain stable according to 56 percent, and decrease further for 29
percent (the balance is minus 14). The domestic
market is also going to shrink according to 37 percent of the sample, while 63 percent expect stability.
No one talks of possible growth (the balance is negative at minus 37).

THE YEAR 2011
These are the results of the survey for the second
quarter of 2012. But in these pages of Xylon (Italianwoodtech) dedicated to the “figures” of capital
goods, it is worth adding some more information,
starting from the trend of 2011, which was characterized by significant recovery, with a production value of 1,699 million Euros, 10.2 percent
more than in 2010. Export amounted to 1,278 million Euros, 75 percent of total production. Acimall
analysts estimate that, in 2011, Italian machinery

WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT
World’s top-six exporting countries (million Euros)
Country
Germany
Italy
China
Taiwan
Austria
United States

2007
2,157
1,528
526
596
388
335

2008
2,388
1,467
565
486
374
304

export accounted for 18 percent of global offer,
confirming the international leadership of “made in
Italy” products in this industry.

2009
1,431
832
430
314
264
228

2010
1,565
1,002
598
509
289
265

2011
1,905
1,179
681
475
350
267

AND IN THE FUTURE...

WOODWORKING
MACHINERY EXPORT IN 2011
Shares per country
on total global export

The quarterly survey for the April-June period completed a picture that suggest 2012 is going to have
a downward trend that cannot be easily quantified
right now. Foreign markets are still our key strength,
with India, Russia, Brazil and China in the forefront.
At home, the situation is very uncertain, with
handicraft businesses in big suffering and, consequently, hardly willing to renew their technological equipment.

Country
Germany
Italy
China
Taiwan
Austria
United States
Others

%
29
18
10
7
5
4
27

A GLOBAL OVERVIEW
Looking at 2011 figures, we can add that Italian export to Latin America increased by 30 percent. Such
sustained growth was driven by Brazil, the largest
market in the region (50.6 million Euros, plus 43.2
percent), and by Argentina and Chile, which purchased Italian machines for a value of 17 and 14
million Euros respectively.
Asian countries purchased 7 percent more from
Italy than in the same period of 2010, absorbing 16
percent of Italian export for a total value of 199 million Euros.
Within this picture, growing export figures were
recorded to China (49 million, plus 22 percent) and
Saudi Arabia (10 million, plus 18.6 percent).
Among the Bric countries, recovery on the Russian market has definitely consolidated, with over 60
million Euros up by 27.5 percent compared to 2010.
The European Union is still the main destination of
Italian woodworking technology, with as much as 47
percent of export. France is still the most attractive
market, with a 12 percent increase compared to

MAJOR DESTINATION MARKETS
IN 2011 (million Euros)
United States
China
Russia
Germany
Turkey
France
Canada
Austria
Poland
Italy

656
522
508
367
287
269
221
171
156
152

2010. Among the other markets, a major destination was Germany with a value of 95 million Euros.
Among mature markets, North America suffered
from severe shrinkage, accounting for 7 percent of
Italian export. Italian export to the three Nafta countries in 2011 amounted to 80 million Euros. ■
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FEDERMACCHINE: EXPORT!
The race speed slows down but it does not stop, thanks to the positive
export trend. This is the situation of the machinery and instrumental
goods industry defined with an analysis by Federmacchine that confirms
the appeal of "made in Italy" in foreign countries.
The industry of “made in
Italy” machinery and instrumental goods slowed down
but it kept up with the pace
in 2011, despite the weakened demand in the domestic market. This is the situation according to the final
data provided by Federmacchine, the national federation of the associations of instrumental goods manufacturers, which shows that the
recovery started in 2010 was
consolidated in 2011 with a
11.8 percent production increase as compared to the
previous year – in addition to
the 13.1 percent increase
recorded in 2011 as compared to 2009.
The data processed by the
statistic Group of Federmacchine show that the production value reached 37.9
billion euros in2011, going

back to the value levels
recorded in 2006, before
record years of 2007-2008.
Export is still the driving
force, with a value of 26.7 billion euros and a 17.1 percent
increase as compared to
2010 (the previous year the
increase was 15.8 percent),
despite a domestic market
that is still frozen and that influences consumption and
import: domestic deliveries
decreased from +8.1 percent in 2010vs2009 to 1,1
percent of 2011 vs 2010 for
11.2 billion euros; in 2011 import increased by 7.1 percent
(+ 20 percent in 2010) for 6.2
billion euros; consumption
stopped at 3.1 percent
against 11.9 percent in the
previous year, for a value of
17.4 billion euros.
In 2011 the main customer

THE FEDERMACCHINE UNIVERSE
In addition to Acimall (woodworking machinery), the
federation includes Acimac (machines and tools for
ceramics), Acimga (machines for graphic arts, paper
and similar), Acimit (textile machinery), Amafond (machines and materials for foundries), Assocomaplast
(machines and molds for plastic materials and rubber),
Assofluid (manufacturers and operators in the hydraulic and pneumatic industry), Assomac (machines
for shoes, leather and tanning), Confindustria Marmomacchine-Assomarmomacchine (machines and
equipment for natural stones), Federunacoma (agricultural machinery), Gimav (machines and accessories for glass), Ucima (packaging machinery),
Ucimu-Sistemi per produrre (machine tools, robots
and automation).

countries of "Made in Italy" included Germany (2.4 billion euros, + 22 percent),
France (2.3 billion, + 23 percent), China (2,2 billion euros, + 6 percent) and the

THE ITALIAN INDUSTRY OF INSTRUMENTAL GOODS
(million euros)
Production
Export
Domestic sales
import
Consumption

2009
29,945
19,677
10,268
4,822
15,090

2010
33,880
22,784
11,096
5,784
16,880

Source: Statistics Group of Federmacchine.
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2011
37,887
26,673
11,214
6,193
17,407

10/09
13.1%
15.8%
8.1%
20.0%
11.9%

11/10
11.8%
17.1%
1.1%
7.1%
3.1%

United States (1.9 billion, +
42 percent). Turkey reached
1,147 million euros, followed
by Russia (972 million), Spain
(926 million), Poland (897
million), Brazil (871 million)
and the United Kingdom
(814 million).
The privileged destination
markets remained Europe
(European Union 17.7 percent, a figure to which we
have to add 29.8 percent of
other European markets),
the Nafta Area - North American Free Trade Agreement
(29.5 percent), Oceania (19
percent) and South-America
(13.2 percent). ■
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MACHINE TOOLS:
EXPORT CHAMPIONS
Ups and downs for made-inItaly machine tools, robots
and automation. According
to the figures published by
Ucimu-Sistemi per produrre (the association of Italian manufacturers of machine tools, robots and automation), the second quarter 2012 closed with orders
down by 20.6 percent, resulting from 23 percent reduction of foreign orders and
11.5 percent reduction of
domestic orders. The newly
appointed president Luigi
Galdabini (Ceo of Galbadini spa in Cardano al Campo,
Varese) effectively described
the mood of the industry:
“Italian machine tools manufacturers are mostly worried
about the current situation.
The most alarming factor is
the trend of domestic demand, which is decreasing
constantly and independ-

ently of the current crisis. On
the contrary, the shrinkage of
foreign orders, though significant, is more acceptable,
as it compares to the excellent result achieved in the
second quarter of 2011”.
But still, 2012 forecasts indicate an overall increase
by 12.3 percent compared to
the final result of 2011, with
an export share at 73.3 percent, witnessing to the key
role played by manufacturers
across the national borders
and the significance of foreign demand for Italian businesses, also in the machine
tools industry.

Russia (4.7 percent), according to the latest available
survey for the January-March
2012 period. China maintained the top position with a
30.2 percent increase over
the same period of last year,
followed by the United States
(plus 96.4 percent), Germany (minus 13.3 percent),
India (minus 2.1 percent),
Russia (plus 92 percent) and
France (plus 0.8 percent).
An overview shows that, after a 2.6 percent increase in
2010, export in 2011 made a
big step forward, up by 24.7
percent with a total value of
3,070 million Euros.

In 2011, China was again the
top destination market (13.7
share on total export), followed by Germany (11.8
percent), the United States
(9.2 percent), France (5.8
percent), Brazil (5.8 percent),

Italian machine tools sales in
Asia increased by 2.4 percent (811 million Euros). Despite shrinkage in South Korea (minus 5.7 percent), export to Eastern Asia increased by 19.2 percent,

ITALIAN MACHINE TOOL, ROBOT AND AUTOMATION INDUSTRY
(million euros, % change)

while export to South Asia
was stable compared to
2010 (144 million), with dropping sales in India (136 million, minus 1.5 percent). In
Asean (Association of SouthEast Asian Nations), export
lost 0.9 percent and stopped
at 52.1 millions.
In the Middle East, sales decreased by 34.8 percent
down to 114 million Euros
(Iran minus 81 percent, 18.5
millions; United Arab Emirates plus 42.2 percent, Saudi Arabia plus 23.8 percent,
Israele plus 44 percent).
Sales in Oceania also
dropped (minus 7.5 percent,
26.6 millions).
Figures for the global machine tools industry
processed by Ucimu, based
on information supplied by
the national associations of
28 countries, show that global machine tools production
in 2011 went up to 65.2 billion Euros (plus 27.7 percent), while consumption increased by 27.5 percent,
amounting to 59 billions. The
Asian market absorbed 63.7
percent of the world’s total
production, Europe 22.3 percent and Americas 13.8 percent. Compared to 2002, the
share of Asian consumption has doubled. The top
countries remain China,
Japan, Germany, Italy, South
Korea and Taiwan. ■
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COSMEC, A NEW STORY
“We could not waste so many skills and expertise,
so we decided to try a new direction. Re-found Cosmec srl, established in 1960, and open up the doors
to Cosmec Technology, a new company that inherits
the brand and tradition: this is the mission we have
pursued to start a totally new phase”.
That’s the beginning of the story told by Dimitri
Tanzini, president of the new company born with
a very well-known name in the industry.
This decision was necessary for an organization like
Cosmec, that had suffered the heavy blows of a crisis that is making no exceptions.
“The crisis was an opportunity to look at ourselves
and realize it was high time to change our business
model, to adapt to new processes and new methods to design and develop technology”.
Since last July, everything has changed at Cosmec.
Ownership was taken over by Dimitri Tanzini, son
and nephew of the founders, supported by Luca
Pacciani and Biagio De Martino, two big names
of old Cosmec, who were requested to give their
contribution in new roles. Pacciani will be in
charge for mechanical development, De Martino
for software and automation.
With a sign of discontinuity, the company has
opened up to the knowledge and skills of a team
where, with only few exceptions, everyone is under forty.
Many of them are bilingual and have a university
degree.
Sales have also been reorganized, assigning the
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direction for Italy to Tiziano Baldi, while foreign markets have been entrusted to Vincenzo Galati.
“Shrinking orders and enduring crisis have forced
us to realize that our organization could not hold
on and that we had to change approach to survive.
In fifty years of history, we did lots of good things,
but probably we did not succeed in getting rid of
behaviors and habits that were no longer strategic”,
Tanzini says. “Unfortunately – he continues – we had
to draw a line and modernize our approach,
though preserving a link with our history that
spans three generations: site, service, staff, brand
and quality will still be the same.
But we re-addressed all the rest. New initiatives for
a new approach to a radically changed market are
the foundations of the new project. As evidence,
we have launched two new product lines that further expand our range”.
“The new machines – says Biagio De Martino – are
certainly the most apparent sign of change, but we
are trying to reorganize Cosmec from all points of
view, from services to design methods, so that each
solution may have, for instance, quick and reliable
diagnostics to the benefit of efficient service. We
are also investing in the possibility to work on existing machinery, not just retrofitting or replacing
parts or aggregates, but rather analyzing customer
requirements, their working methods, possible
developments, in order to submit a plan that illustrates the necessity and cost-effectiveness of a certain action; in times like these, such consulting was

From left: Luca Pacciani, Vincenzo Galati, Dimitri Tanzini,
Tiziano Baldi and Biagio De Martino.

particularly required, especially for machines with
a long lifecycle like ours. We have to grow with our
customers, follow them over time to give them what
they need”.
“Back to our two new machinery lines – Luca Pacciani adds – we are committed to the identification
of multifunction, versatile solutions that can process
different materials, switching very fast from one operation to another. The first product is a five-axis
machine with interpolating controlled axes, highly flexible and with an affordable price. The second
machine is a dedicated three-axis unit for panel
processing, suitable for Mdf, blockboard, aluminum and composites. Also in this case, adopted solutions are aimed at ease of use and versatility, which are key requirements for customers in
a very unstable and oscillating market.
These solutions were developed using new software
and design tools that enable us to leverage “finite
element” methods, i.e. we build the virtual prototype and check each element in the early design
stages, so that we can address possible critical issues.
This means shorter time, lower costs, reliable results, adequate structures and aggregates, less
components. We can also cut lead time, a key factor together with price, because when you buy a
new machine, you need it immediately!”.
“Today, you don’t buy new equipment because you
have planned an investment – Tanzini says – but
only if it fits into the margins of the order you have
acquired.
But let me repeat that what's happening at Cosmec
is a real change of skin, which has brought great
enthusiasm to all of us: there is no more hierarchy,

just the desire to work together. We are 25 people
restarting, but we hope to bring back to work all others as soon as possible”.
“Market reactions were positive”, adds Tiziano Baldi, Italy sales manager. “We informed customers
and our reasons were understood. These hard times
are affecting many, not to say all of us. They wanted to be reassured that our relationship would continue, that we would not interrupt service.
We are consolidating our target and we are thinking what we could do if we apply our technology
in other industries, where materials similar to
wood are processed.
We are always ready to respond to customers with
specific requirements: we are not a company for
mass production, sure...".
“As to foreign markets – says Vincenzo Galati – we
are working both in the most interesting mature markets and in some emerging regions, ready to give
powerful responses to any question we receive. We
are ready to face any challenge. Our traditional
sales network has not changed, so we could operate efficiently in many countries from the very beginning”.
“I would like to close with another open issue – says
Cosmec Technology president, Dimitri Tanzini – :
we have always sold machines to expert users, with
an experience that is not so common today.
Also in this case, we have a new approach, we are
more focused on developing really “friendly”,
easy-to-use machines. Expert users will have the
tools they need to do exactly what they imagine,
in the most suitable way for their business; in addition, we will also provide control logic that can be
used by anyone with basic technical training”. ■
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Spanning three generations,
reproductions of 18th century
Venetian furniture,
with wooden frame
and "enhancements"
of ground, engraved
and silver-plated glass.
Real masterpieces.
Processing glass is an
ancient art that requires
constantly updated experience;
to machine wood,
it takes Scm Group technology.

WOOD AND GLASS

BETWEEN ART AND INDUSTRY

Alessandro Zanin.

If you pass by near Olmo di Martellago, some twenty kilometers from Venice, it is worth ringing the door
bell at Arte veneziana (www.arteveneziana.com)
and ask them to take a look at their showroom. Believe me, that’s an experience! And if you can look
around the laboratory and the production departments, you will be even more amazed. In few words,
this is the reason why: because you can only be surprised and astonished before such a display of
know-how and willingness to create something
unique. You may not like the style of this "strong" and
peculiar furniture, but one thing is for sure: here –
that’s the pay off of the company –
“Heart, mind and hands” are at home.
For three generations, the Zanin family
has been manufacturing wooden furniture
decorated with artistic glass: ground,
sanded, engraved manually.
The story began with the production of
traditional 18th century Venetian mirror
cabinets, soon followed by consoles,
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small cabinets and coffee tables. The turning point
was the arrival of the third generation, with Alessandro and Nicola Zanin joining the company about fifteen years ago. They could
speak foreign languages
and they were willing to
learn, so they started to travel. And then exhibitions, the

Artistic glass grinding:
“painting” wood
with a mineral disk
and your own hands...

Web, meetings, presentations. Little by little, their
peculiar product found its way. But diversification
was required. And so they introduced reproductions
of Art Deco, early 20th century, and later on a range
with more modern, almost contemporary lines.
Good job: they have a market, they have contacts,
the product portfolio is perfectly fitting. 99 percent
of production Olmo di Martellago is shipped
abroad. the United States on top, and more recently
Russia, Arab countries, China and the whole
world, and obviously Europe. Contract, yachts, highend houses, people looking for a high-impact piece
to fit into their decoration scheme.
“Our customers are architects, interior designers”,
says Alessandro Zanin. “They see our furniture and
decide that a cupboard, a table, a wardrobe will fit
well into a certain setting, and the order comes in.
Or they send us a drawing and we make exactly the
piece they want. Over 90 percent of our production
is made to measure for a specific customer. We have
a 300-page catalog, but that’s often just a source of
inspiration and we work as real craftsmen and artists,
making one piece different from the other”.

The wood parts delivered by the working center are
transferred to the joiners who assemble them and
build the furniture structure. A perfectly finished
piece of furniture, painted on the inside, but raw on
the outside.
“The inside of our furniture can be painted, lacquered, plated with gold or silver foil, lined with velvet or valuable fabric. That’s the furniture ready to
be decorated by our glass artists, with all operations carried out in house. When joiners are done
with their work, the glass workers come in: glass
parts are prepared in the right dimensions, shaped,
modeled, ground... by hand or machinery, according to their shape and final design. There is
much art in this section of our factory, with artists
who, only using a lathe with sandstone grinding
wheels of different shape and size, create drawings,
effects and decorations, constantly checking that
even the smallest operation leads to the result pictured in your mind.
When also this portion of the process is completed, the glass is silver-plated, i.e. turned into a mirror through a cold fluid process. Finally, every single element is checked, cleaned and glued to the
furniture structure. Once the glues have set, the

Manual grinding
of a curved glass
that will become
a “mirror panel”
covering a shaped
cabinet door.

Two snapshots
of the joinery,
equipped with
“Premium”
machines
by Scm Group.

Thirty employees, a turnover in the range of 4 million Euros. Two interior architects translate the drawings into executive projects that follow two routes:
to the joinery departments, where they are transformed into working bills for numerical control centers, and to the glass workshop, where the glass
parts are prepared.
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piece is polished, submitted to final control, packaged and shipped all over the world”.
Two samples:
wooden furniture
“dressed” in
crystal pieces
and mirrors...

A very fascinating job...
“… and quite peculiar. In our family, we believe that,
if we were not a bit crazy and a bit artistic, we would

never have done this kind of job! But it’s not just
about art, wits or handicraft skills: you have to be
able to design, predict what’s going to happen when
the glass pieces are glued. And then, our furniture
is used every day, it’s not just decorative, so it must
work properly. We use the best hardware, often oversized, because the single components of a piece
of furniture can achieve significant weights after they
have been covered with 6 mm thick glass.
There is much technology as well. Each project,
each exploded view of a piece of furniture, each
machining list is accurately stored, together with a
dedicated photo gallery. If a problem arises in ten
or twenty years, we can retrieve the project from our
archives and re-build the damaged part.
We are talking about products that can have a catalog price from 4 to 6 thousand Euros, but it is not
uncommon to receive orders for pieces that exceed
50 thousand Euros!”.
What about wood technology?
“You can easily guess that accuracy is essential for
us: when glass and wood are joined, we cannot
have any surprise. Therefore, we select machines
that deliver this result and maximum reliability. For
five-six years we have been working exclusively with
Scm Group: we started this partnership and we are
so satisfied that we have become a “single brand”
company! From conventional machines to the
“Pratix” working center, from “Sandya 5” thicknessing machines to edgebanding machines,
everything is Scm branded. We are satisfied, we
find what we are looking for and it is quite convenient to have one single supplier.
Sure, for a company with a handicraft soul, it was
not easy to make the transition to a numerical con-
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Some pictures of the wonderful
show room at Arte veneziana.

trol working center, but after the necessary "training" period, we realized how many benefits we could
have in terms of accuracy and quality consistency”.
Mr Zanin, where do you get inspiration for your collections?
“We travel a lot, and when we see a book, a document, a publication about style furniture, we buy
it. We have a small library where we have collected many ancient volumes dedicated to furniture from
all times... this library is our major source of inspiration and information about traditional working methods. Venetian mirror cabinets, for instance, were
made of cembran wood, because it is “softer”, easier to process. Today we have tools and equipment
that would allow to achieve the same results with any
wood, but we still use cembran... that’s our way of
paying tribute to a great tradition!”.
by Luca Rossetti ■
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MASTERWOOD AND BOSCH REXROTH
“TAILOR MADE” BY EXCELLENCE
Accurate machining and improved cycle performance.
These are the requirements submitted to Masterwood for the development
of new woodworking machinery. With the unique functionality
of their machines and the Ethernet connectivity between the numerical control
and the Bosch Rexroth drives, Masterwood has been able to satisfy
the requirements of their customers also in terms of high accuracy and speed.

A Masterwood
working center
of series “Project”.

Masterwood, a Rimini-based manufacturer of woodworking machinery for over forty years, has been supporting the manufacturers of furniture, doors and windows with passion and professionalism for a long time.
The Masterwood brand was created in 1990, collecting the heritage of knowledge and experience of
two historical companies: Muti, a leader in the production of chisel and mortising machines, and
Zangheri & Boschetti, specializing in the production
of automatic multiple drilling machines. The synergy deriving from the merger of these two companies
have quickly led Masterwood to become a reference
actor in the business of numerical control working centers for panels and solid wood, exporting over 70 percent of production in all five continents.To emerge in
a more and more competitive market and stand out
from the competition, Masterwood has been paying
specific attention to the construction of ad-hoc machines, as if they were tailor-made suits.
Customer requirements – from small joiners to big
manufacturers of furniture and interior decorations
or doors and windows – are specific and very peculiar: to meet them, it is necessary to achieve utmost machining accuracy and splitsecond cycle time.
“Our motto and our must is to create a
tailor-made product, made
to measure for each cus-
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tomer”, says Roberto
Muccini, Communication
Manager at Masterwood.
“And the challenge for
the future is to combine
this spirit with attention to
costs. “Tailor” means we
want to offer a “tailormade dress” at a price affordable to everyone”.
The new ”Project” series
by Masterwood, numerical
control working centers
with 3 or 5 axes according
to the type of processed
material and the final application, is an example of
this philosophy. These
“IntraDrive Cs”.
working centers are the result of longstanding experience, enabling the Rimini-based company to acquire a know-how that translates into products combining performance, reliability and safety.
If you know the industry, you know that these machines
must have an enbloc solid base and three moving
trolleys for the main axes (X-Y-Z), all made of electro-welded steel structures with strengthening ribs.
Accurate design and structural analysis, using advanced computer-assisted “Fem” technology
(“finite elements method”), allow to develop very
stiff constructions with limited weight and inertia.
The main trolley “X “can have a cantilever (suspended beam) or bridge structure. The “Z” trol-

ley carries the operating units: multi-spindle drilling
heads, fixed or bi-rotary vertical power spindles (with
air cooling or water cooling for higher power ratings),
horizontal milling units, blade units etc. The axes are
driven by pinion-and-rack pre-loaded systems, or ball
screws, all featuring high stiffness. All movements are
performed on linear guides with preloaded ball-circulating blocks. The axes are driven by brushless servo motors. The workpiece is clamped to the worktable
by means of different types of mechanical vices (for
solid wood) or vacuum cups (for panels).
With an accurate design and engineering work undertaken in 2009, Masterwood has developed modular machines based on an “assembly-kit" concept.
The standard machine is provided with an excellent
standard set of tools that can be further expanded
by customers, adding optional based on specific
needs.
The engineering effort was taken even further, creating “plug & play” kits in collaboration with Bosch
Rexroth. Besides supplying most of the linear guide
systems for Masterwood machines, the company introduced the new platform of compact drives “IndraDrive Cs”, featuring Ethernet connectivity for efficient interfacing between numerical control and
drives. Experimentation started in 2009 with a threeaxis machine, later on involving also five-axis machining centers. It was a revolution, because the entire electronic architecture of the machine changed,
as well as the user interface, so all engineers and technicians had to be trained to the new technology. Masterwood’s entire production is now adhering to
Bosch Rexroth’s quality standards for the creation of
new “Project” models.
The benefit of the modular machinery concept enables the customer to optimize the initial investment
by acquiring a “standard” machine, and then enhance
it when necessary, adding options while saving time
and money, installing additional units by himself or
with the support of a local engineer. The following kits
can be added to a machine: C-axis rotation to use
fixed or tilting angle heads; tilting horizontal milling
unit (Nc-controlled tilting angle) with two outputs to
machine the keylock and hinge seats; additional tool
magazines for automatic tool change; motor-driven
belt conveyor to extract chips and scraps; additional
vacuum pump (very useful to machine panels of transpiring material such as mdf); worktable ready for the
installation of mechanical clamping devices for linear and arched elements; teach pendant etc.

“Another aspect not to underestimate is the quality
and safety of work – Muccini continues – and this is
not just a commonplace statement. In the woodworking industry, Italy and Germany are undisputed
leaders worldwide. Italian machines stand out for their
sturdiness, reliability and attention to customer that
has always distinguished us. Joinery machines are
real “weapons”, any accident can be devastating.
With several decades of experience, we are at the
leading edge of safety”.
The “IndraDrive Cs” drives by Bosch Rexroth can
integrate an optional Safety on Board feature in compliance with EN 61800-5-2 Category 3 PL e standard, offering a simple configuration of the machine
safety. All machines can be controlled centrally by
an operator.
“The accuracy and quality of axis motion – explains
Piergiorgio Ricci, sales engineer at Bosch Rexroth
– are guaranteed by the servo motors installed on all
working axes. Rexroth drives were selected because
Bosch Rexroth was the first to introduce connectivity; the availability of flawless communications led Masterwood to rely on our experience”.
One of the benefits of the adoption of Rexroth motors and drives is the “Ethercat” communication protocol, supported by Rexroth technology, that ensured
a perfect alignment of drives to control, while offering accurate motion and high finishing levels.
Accuracy and surface finishing were the key goals
of Masterwood: the Rexroth electronics allowed to improve speed and acceleration values (both during
rapid and machining stages), preserving these
qualities unchanged. The moving harmony of all axes
must be guaranteed during all machining operations
for all kinds of materials.
“In our industry – Muccini says – cutting moving cycle time has always been a key goal; with the integration of Rexroth’s electronic and linear technology, top efficiency levels have been achieved while
offering a reliable, fast and high-quality machine”. ■
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GIANNINO
VOLPATO
He passed away, after a
long and crippling disease.
Giannino Volpato, born in
1937, founded Fravol (Fratelli Volpato) together with his
brother Silvano, establishing
one of the historical brands
in the Italian industry of
woodworking technology.
A shy and reserved man, he
has been the symbol of the
entrepreneur founding and
developing the Italian industry, and not only in woodworking technologies.
A staunch believer, he loved
to repeat that doing business
is a vocation, a kind of priesthood that often forces people
to leave friends and freetime in the background…
sometimes even the family… Giannino Volpato was a

man believing in values and
in the strong need to face
and honor pledges also –
and maybe above all – when
these were particularly challenging.
Maybe also for this reason he
considered his entrepreneurial spirit as a real “calling”, a mission to honor with
the maximum commitment,
always thinking at people
and families that depended
on his choices.
He and his brother Silvano
were a very close couple: Giannino, the “image man”,
the ”salesman", focusing on
relationships with customers;
Silvano, who had a more
production-oriented approach.
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This partition of tasks has allowed Fravol to grow. Fravol
was founded in 1957, in
Noventa Padovana, few kilometers far from Peraga di
Vigonza, where it is based today. Furniture manufacturers were not lacking and, given that they were aware of
Volpato's brothers' skills, they
asked them to repair some
machines, invent some new
aggregates, make modifications in order to obtain a
specific results.
The first “made in Fravol” machine was a simple glue dispenser, then systems for
dowel inserting. Some years
later, in the drilling and dowel inserting field arrived other companies that soon convinced Volpato to change
directions, believing in their
strong innovation skills…
Thus, the first edge-trimming
and edge-banding machines
were produced and, later,
they became the company’s
core business; machines for
edging operations on
shaped elements with a specific feature: being coupled
with a trimming system the
two brothers knew very well.
A simple, effective solution,
a machine that many joiners

soon understood they could
not do without. And then,
increasingly complex machines, up to the range that
Fravol offers today, which is
the coronation of a story.
The story of Giannino, started when its job as workshop team leader in Moto
Guzzi in Padova was so tight
for him that he convinced his
parents and friends to help
him to buy the first lathe, the
first drilling machine, which
he immediately added to the
family’s kitchen! A huge love
for his job, for his company.
When he fell ill he did not
stop to go to work at Fravol,
even in wheelchair. A “noble”
birth, workers that cannot
be far from "work"... Sundays used to prepare instruction guides or design
catalogues, with Fravol logo
with the world in the background, because the world
had to be discovered...
“My father – said Andrea
Volpato, today leading
Fravol – has taught us two
things: absolute correctness
and being always available
for customers, because they
are the real asset of a company. And if we are still here
today…”. (l.r.) ■

Silvano and Giannino Volpato.

TECHNOLOGY

HUMAN RESOURCES AND TECHNOLOGY
WINNING COMBINATION AT TUMIDEI

The competitive challenge requires resolute choices in the organization
of production and optimization of working processes.
This is the focus of attention at Tumidei, which leveraged the crisis
to redesign its business map, inside and outside their premises.

Gualtiero Tumidei.

The most effective change to overcome the crisis
and restart powerfully can only come from the core
of a company; that’s where Tumidei – based in
Predappio (Forlì-Cesena), with fifty years of history at their back – is working hard. Founded fifty years
ago by Alceo Tumidei, it is still a family-run company guided by the second and third generation.
Tumidei's story is rooted into the culture of farmers
but has developed into the industrial domain:
from the original activity of a handicraft joiner to the
series production of bedroom furniture sets, followed
by children bedrooms, living room furniture and contract furniture, it was a long way. The capacity to
expand markets and product portfolio was complemented by significant and constant investments in advanced woodworking technology,
based on close partnership with Biesse
Group for technology supplies.
Tumidei, with approximately one hundred
employees in 14-thousand-square-meter
production premises, is the official supplier of a major French franchise; within
the frame of this collaboration, the company exports all over the world, acting as
a strong international player while preserving deep roots in the Italian market
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Selco “Wnt 650” panel saw.

and other countries. This strategic decision has enabled them to penetrate important sales regions to
compensate for a domestic market that is down on
its knees, achieving a significant increase of the export share in the past three years.
But still, you cannot stop and you have to look
ahead, leveraging the skills of one hundred people and reorganizing enterprise management and
production. Brains and technology. That’s the vision
of Gualtiero Tumidei, who joined the company at
twenty and is now the key witness of the company’s history.

Mr. Tumidei, are there segments of your portfolio that
have escaped the crisis?
“Furnishing items (small tables, shelves, small cabinets) are holding on, because they are mainly addressed to foreign markets. Children bedroom is
suffering the heaviest reduction, also because in
this segment we mainly produce for the Italian market. The same is true for living rooms. This has driven us to change our business radically. We have
always sold from a catalog and, until few years ago,
our production was made-to-stock, with three to four
rotations each year. Now we have a weekly
schedule based on customer orders, whereby we
minimize “lead time” through the execution of short
cycles... so we have forgotten what stock means”.
Has this change involved also the technology you
are using?
“Yes, definitely, we were forced to make a radical
change, focusing on flexibility and the quantity of
products per week and per batch. To implement this
new approach, you need technology and tools that
enable us to offer more alternatives to customers.
We still offer quality products manufactured with the
“traditional” methods and processes of our company (squaring, pressing, edgebanding, veneering etc.), but for some time now we have also added
products with paper coating. This is an essential
option, as we can offer a range of decorations that
has nothing less than traditional wood veneer, at
a lower price. The introduction of digital printing has
brought perfect visual quality, also supported by
the improvement of paper substrates in recent
years, and this means a wider choice for customers.
Leveraging technology, we have deployed a sort
of just-in-time process, though still producing to
measure, with costs cut by one half. The whole
process is driven by order management and I daresay that a joiner now works with a Pc: the availability
of skilled engineers is our plus. Just think that, in
our technical department, we have thirteen people
dealing with the development of single orders, tak-

Some Biesse
working centers
installed
at Tumidei.

ing into account all the elements and conditions required by the new organization and by our technology to be more effective".
A wider product range, an extended customer portfolio and more investments...
“We opened this new season three years ago and
it wasn’t easy. The new approach required a revisitation of our management system, which means
you have to manage people differently… it’s not easy
Three pictures of
“Stream Biesse”,
the powerful
edgebanding
machine by Biesse
and the latest
technology
investment
by Tumidei.
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“Skipper” boring-milling machine.

“Vektor” boring-inserting machines by Bre.Ma.

to get into a totally different mechanism. We have
been able to integrate all our human resources into
the new schemes, without having to find new staff,
identifying the most suitable person for each role”.
Let’s talk about your partnership with Biesse
Group.
“Our process starts from the panel saw and ends
with painting. So, it’s a full cycle where Biesse is
involved in virtually all stages. Together, we have
opened a new phase of renovation, establishing an
important and very close collaboration. Geographical proximity was a factor, but most of all, the
fact that we speak the same language has helped
us establish a direct human relationship, which
is essential for me. Now we know whom we
should talk to when a machine doesn’t work!
Another big benefit is the possibility to collaborate with
a supplier who can integrate different technology, from
panel sawing to edgebanding, from drilling to assembling. When we setup a program through a barcode, the required information is distributed throughout the process, up to painting and shipment.
The working center “Rover 24 XL” carries out primary operations on panels. The crisis has forced
us to learn new working methods and now the machines help us produce furniture with processes that
are optimized for fragmented and differentiated production, working on two shifts. We have set aside
the big machines we used before, when we produced large batches of identical items.
The squaring-edgebanding machine “Stream Mds”,
the latest creation by Biesse, accurately cuts the panel to size before it is transferred to boring and painting. The processing lines differ according to wood
species and laminations. In addition to this difference,
there are production routes for aluminum-wood constructions, with three working centers: one for aluminum profiles, one for special operations and one
for the machining of special wood parts to be mount32 XYLON INTERNATIONAL September-October 2012

“Cosmo” clamp by BiesseArtech.

ed on aluminum. They are, respectively, “Rover 346”,
which we purchased twelve years ago and have now
converted to aluminum, “Rover 30” for special operations and measure-made parts without using a
boring machine, and “Rover B4”, installed three-four
years ago for all special operations, such as panels for beds with an aluminum structure. We also use
two Brema “Vektor GLR XL” working centers for
hinge insertion. Eighty percent of assembling operations are performed on a “Cosmo” clamp by
BiesseArtech, then we move on to the packaging of
assembled furniture or flat packages, according to
dimensions. For the future, we are considering further technology implementation, a new flexible
panel saw and another squaring-edgebanding
machine, and we should also renovate our painting
line. You cannot stop…”.
You are also keen on environmental certification and
product safety, as well as testing...
“Ninety percent of our production is tested by Cosmob, the research center in Pesaro. It is important
for us to introduce products that are safe for the company and for the final user. Mezzanines for children
bedrooms, for instance, are load-bearing structures and we must be sure about load capacity and
resistance. We have also introduced the Ohsas 18001
certification of our internal safety system, achieving
significant results in the area of job accidents, with
great improvements. We pay great attention to the
environment as well; we have installed a 700 kW photovoltaic plant that has an excellent capacity, although
we are not fully energy-independent. We also use
chips and wood scraps for winter heating. Today more
than ever, you need an overall vision of your company,
making the most of each stage and always pursuing top quality for our products, our work and the environment we live in. These are the principles a business owner cannot neglect today”.
by Luca Rossetti ■

TAILORED PRODUCTIVITY
Multi-blade panel saw

Multi-blades panel saws
series MLS with
through feed rollers, widths 80,
130, 160, 190, 250 e 310 cm

MARIO ZAFFARONI & Figli srl
Panel Processing Machines and Plants
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24 - 22078 Turate (Co) ITALY
Tel. +39 029688453 Fax. +39 029682718
http://www.zaffaroni.com e-mail:info@zaffaroni.com
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TUNISIA: A CHALLENGE!
After the trip to Poland, it’s Tunisia’s turn.
An involving experience in a land that’s close to Italy from many points of view.
Our guide was Chamseddine Gaiasse, owner of Ital Solutions.
There is a road in Tunis, called “Sukra”, where you
think you are in Cantù or Mariano Comense: you only
see furniture all around. Chamseddine Gaiasse
drove us down this road to demonstrate that we did
well to keep our promise of visiting Tunisia, because
furniture is a big economic driver in this region. And
for him, an importer of Italian technology, this is really interesting! A university degree in industrial engineering from the Alma Mater Studiorum in Bologna
– Tunisian father, Italian mother and wife – Gaiasse
has all it takes to build a bridge between North Africa
and Italy. He started at Scm Group, but soon he
founded Ital Solutions (www.italsolutions.com)
and offered Italian technology in his home country,
with occasional business in Morocco, too. He created his business in collaboration with Renzo
Ravegnini – a manager of big corporations in Italy,
such as Black and Decker Italia and Cisa – who contribute with financial resources and experience, performing an accurate market analysis and developing
a detailed multi-year business plan. Then, he
moved on with Edoardo Palermo, an Italian adopted in Tunisia, who provided his experience and
knowledge of the Tunisian scenario.
His offices are in Charguia, not far from the airport.
The sea is nearby and you can smell it in the air.
Tunisia is a country that is going through deep
changes. You can feel it anywhere anytime. Recent
history, with a powerful turn towards more democracy, has opened up many doors to ten million
Tunisian citizens: the boldest have a big opportu-

The Ital Solutions
headquarters in Tunis.
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nity. Tunisia imports
machinery, wood furniture and semifinished materials. In
2011, Italy supplied
technology for 7.7 million Euros (1.8 from
Chamseddine Gaiasse.
France and 1.4 from
Germany), wood furniture for a value of 4.4 million Euros (2.7 from China, 2.4 from France) and 30.7 million Euros of wood
and semifinished materials, compared to 25.7
from Finland and 25.1 from Sweden.
Talking about technology, Ital Solutions is the
sales partner of a great team, including Scm Group,
Stromab, Centauro, Bsp for tools, Omgatech, Italpresse, Putsch Meniconi, Veneta Impianti and
Emmegi for aluminum machining.
“We are hungry for technology – Gaiasse says – as
on one side, the market is looking for solutions offering higher productivity at constant quality, while
on the other, it is not always easy to find labor meeting certain requirements, not to mention habits that
still cause widespread workplace absenteeism. Furthermore, the new government has created a
solidarity fund to support people who want to open
their own workshop or business. Obviously, we are
talking about two different worlds: on one side, big
companies and groups that increase their capac-

ity in an industrial context, on the other the rise of
small activities looking for traditional equipment.
Edgebanding machines and five-axis working
centers have arrived in Tunisia, as evidence of improving quality, of a “Europeanization” of working
methods. After all, there is a positive climate following the end of Ben Alì’s and his family’s regime,
there is a new atmosphere”.
And like everything that’s Italian, woodworking technology is benefiting from this new season, and Gaiasse is traveling back and forth in the five regions
where furniture production is concentrated: Tunis,
Biserte in the North, Kelibia in the North-East, Sfax
and Sousse in the South.
“Demand for more advanced solutions is increasing”, Gaiasse says. “We are in the middle of transition from solid wood to panels, which represent
60 percent of products. Also in Tunisia, the house
is assuming new meanings and people care, for instance, about their kitchen; until recent years, it was
just a room to eat and not a place to live and share
with friends. And today, more and more people are
considering the quality and finishing of the furniture in their homes. Then add that Tunisia is probably the most developed country in Northern
Africa, with massive export to neighbor countries
and material processing skills that derive from the
lack of raw materials and natural resources".
The rise of furniture has been driven by the explosion of tourism. Hotels have flourished and made
the luck of many, this is definitely a recurring topic in our meetings with Tunisian furniture makers.
Another frequent situation is that many companies
complement woodworking with the production of
upholstered furniture. It seems that, for many furniture makers, it is easier to employ low-cost labor
(average salaries range from 150 to 300 Euros per
months for skilled workers) rather than collaborating with subcontractors.
“At last, we have a new future ahead of us”, Gaiasse says. “The gap between the rich and the poor
ones was no longer sustainable, corruption was

widespread, control on all kinds of business was frustrating. The middle class interpreted this strong feeling of rejection towards this situation and triggered
a real revolution that opened the doors to a new
Tunisia, ready to have its own say in the international
scenario. In this scenario, economy is changing all
industries very quickly: new spurs are received, new
investments are made, new ideas are sought, new
companies are created. Therefore, I can say that also
made-in-Italy woodworking technology has a challenge to win. Italian machinery and products are
highly appreciated. Italy is a country we look at in
great admiration and we feel it very close...".
This "passion for Italy” was clearly visible throughout our journey. After all, traders from Genoa established their bases in these lands back in 1540,
one century later came the Jews from Livorno; in
the 19th century Tunisia received many Italian exiles (including Garibaldi himself) and then masses of Sicilians. Tunisia was a French protectorate,
but it was described as an “…Italian colony administered by French officials”.
What else could we add?

THE FIRST STAGE:
EDDIAR, MAKE ROOM FOR DESIGN
The first company we met is “peculiar” in Tunisia.
Eddiar (www.eddiar.com) means design, high
quality, international standards, taste... The showroom in Route de La Marsa, Tunis, is an example
of elegance. All items exhibited are produced a few
kilometers away, in a joinery where the manual skills
and ability of the staff create excellent products. With
Italian equipment, of course!
Behind this, there is Hamdi Ben Yaghlane, who
studied design and interior decorations in France
and, back home, decided to re-organize his father’s
metal furniture production business from scratch.
He began with upholstered furniture, which is still
a must today for a certain category of consumers,
and a mirage for all others! He designed, drew, invented. One of his business partners made all parts

Some snapshots
of production at Eddiar.
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Hamdi Ben Yaghlane with Chamseddine Gaiasse.

where wood is required. But collaboration got complicated at a certain point, so Ben Yaghlane decided
to go on by himself: the workshop on the ground
floor, the upholstery workshop on the first, offices
on the second. That’s Eddiar today.
“We were born Italian”, he says kindly. “When we
talk about work and technology, we have a tight link
to your country, our histories have been crossing for
centuries. We have learned to know each other, to
appreciate each other for our differences and for
what we can give to each other. In the professional schools created by Italians and in their workshops,
our ancestors learned a lot, handing down their
knowledge to younger generations, from joinery to
upholstery, up to the use of technology. Believe me
when I tell you we have handed down from father
to son the passion for a way of building furniture,
an "Italian way". Unfortunately, such skills are disappearing. This is one of the reasons why we are
very interested in your technical and technological
solutions, which are the result of know-how we still
trust". And he adds with a smile: “We buy German
cars, but Italian woodworking machinery!”.
“For me, visiting iSaloni in Milan is like a pilgrimage: style, taste, trends, design are a school for us.
The same is true for Italian machinery manufacturers: At Eddiar we pursue an Italian concept throughout our activity, from idea
to finished product. I created my own
image, my vision of a space for comfortable and elegant living.
With sofas, armchairs and fabrics first;
then with wood furniture, when I was no
longer satisfied with others making
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The Eddiar showroom.

them for me. In 2008 I opened my own furniture business, free at least to do what I wanted and manage
each stage of production. I was one of the first customers of Ital Solutions, probably the very first, and
this collaboration still endures with great satisfaction.
I find Italian technology effective for my business,
which is mainly providing customers with turnkey
furniture, an “Eddiar house” as I love to call it”.
Today, Eddiar employs 65 people with 2 million
turnover approximately, 30 percent of which from
export, mainly to Dubai. The equipment in the joinery workshop is virtually all Italian: a painting booth
by Coral, a cutting machine by Stromab, trimming
saw, belt saw and chisel mortiser by Centauro, and
at least twenty traditional machines by Scm. Operations are first quality, manual skills are in the forefront. They process Mdf, but most of all solid wood,
oak and ash.
“We would like to increase productivity to expand
our business, but we have a labor problem”,
Hamdi Ben Yaghlane says. “Let me tell you this: labor cost in China is increasing and shipments to
Europe take very long time. Tunisia is a very interesting alternative: with 48 people, we can supply products all over Europe, and we have good
skills in technology and IT. We can do, we can learn,
we are creative and we are willing to grow”.
That’s true, why not consider it? Eddiar works 70
percent with private customers looking for a “recognizable” house, but they also handle orders for
hotels, restaurants, cafes... all in modern style, very
accurate…
“We are ready to work for Europa, for Italy and
France... we have the quality standards to export.
And we keep investing, acquiring technology for
skilled workers. The next investments will be a working center that would enable us to take a further step
forward. Since I started to process wood, I never
stopped investing, because technology offers great
opportunities, opens up new roads to creativity, grant
maximum control from idea to finished product".

MODAR MED
Carmelo Reale, a Sicilian, began a new life in
Tunisia. He is production manager at Modar Med,
a subsidiary of Modar (www.modar.it) in Paderno
Dugnano (Milan), since 1971 involved in the production of store furniture with significant customers: from the retail chain Standa to the travel
agencies of American Express, from Croff to
Levi’s, from Lacoste to Furla, from Cacharel to Prada and Coin, from Valentino to Dolce & Gabbana,
from Gucci to Abercrombie & Fitch, just to mention
a few. Not only in Italy, but also in Russia, China,
Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Singapore, Malaysia…
A few years ago, Reale, with a long experience in
boat interiors, was offered the opportunity to move
to Tunisia. He took up the challenge and, a few years
later, Modar Med was established, with himself as
business partner together with two Tunisian entrepreneurs and Dante Malagola, owner-founder
of the mother company.
A successful decision and constant expansion.
“We are very satisfied with our decision to open up
a subsidiary in Tunisia”, Reale says. “We are furnishing many stores in this country; we also have
orders of significant value from hotels in France.
These jobs often derive from close collaboration with
Modar srl. We are not only controlled by the same
owner, we have developed an optimized collaboration: they purchase most materials and supplies
we need, leveraging group synergies that bring several benefits. But we don't neglect collaboration on
specific orders.
In this market, we offer the typical Italian quality and
accuracy. Italian standards are often incomparable, so we become reference partners of the
leading retail chains. We work with skilled labor,
available at much lower prices than in Europe”.
Facts speak for themselves: since the foundation
of Modar Med a bit more than two years ago, many
orders have come in and we have kept the promise of increasing our foothold in this region; in 2011,
revenues have exceeded one million Euro with 27
employees. And what about technology?
“For a business like ours, it is essential to have efficient machinery that guarantee the highest quality”,
Reale continues. “We have purchased most machines
from Ital Solutions in the past two years. We have
bought two edgebanding machines, Olimpic “M 80”
and Olimpic “M80Tm”, a vertical working center
“Cyflex”, a thickness sanding machine “Sandya 7”,
a vertical saw Putsch Meniconi, a disk saw Scm “SI

Carmelo Reale with Chamseddine Gaiasse.

450 Class”, an Ormamacchine press... and we are
already thinking about the next investments. A panel saw, but most of all a powerful five-axis working
center, and an even more versatile edgebanding machine. We have a lot of work, fortunately”.
“We chose Italian technology – Reale adds – because I have always worked with Italian machinery,
specifically machines by Scm Group. I belong to
a family with seven generations of joiners and "The
Invincible" was a piece of our history. When I took
over the management of this factory in Tunisia, I reestablished contacts with them. I met Chamseddine Gaiasse, I started to work with him and professional collaboration turned into friendship!”.
Processing quality does not concern only panels,
the "kings" of store furniture. Modar Med also
process high-quality materials, essential for the “highend”. From Tabu’s precomposite veneer to the most
valuable solid wood species, including teak, cedar,
wenge, materials that are still uncommon in Tunisia.
“Our goal is to grow and seize all opportunities. We
are working in two big villas, and we have also furnished offices and hotels. As I said, we are ready
for any challenge. We are a recent company, we
are still perfecting some stages, and soon we will

Some pictures of the Modar Med facilities.
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RUSPINA MEUBLES

be ready to work also in Europe, to export our furniture always in collaboration with the mother
company in Italy. We are creating a strong team with
great technical skills, experience and capacity,
which are essential if you want to operate successfully on demanding markets like Europe”.
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The seaside is nearby. Monastir is a world-famous
tourist resort, but it is also a furniture production district. This is where you see the other face of the coin,
namely industry and big volumes. The visit to Ruspina meubles (www.ruspinameubles.com) is revealing, also for the warm and unexpected hospitality by Mohamed Souki, founder, owner and general manager, and all his staff. Souki is 69 and we
immediately realize the factory is his second
house, and his staff are part of his family. Maybe
that’s because he is a self-made man: he worked
for 23 years as joiner at Skanes Meuble, a big public company, probably the biggest furniture factory in Africa; from there, in the past few decades,
many of today’s successful Tunisian furniture businessmen have emerged. In 1987, leveraging state
loans for new entrepreneurs, he created his own
business with two colleagues. And he was lucky.
“It wasn’t easy – Mohamed Souki says – to make
such a step in that social, economic and political
situation. Tunisia’s difficulties had an impact on our
company, so much that I decided to take over all
shares from my business partners".
That’s the recent story of Ruspina Meubles, starting in 2004 with the creation of a new team, managers Souki entrusts with specific responsibilities,
supported by his three sons, who were soon involved in the business.
“All reliable people”, he says. “A successful
team with whom we have established a solid relationship, essential to run a company that currently
employs 350 people.
We have grown further together with them, leveraging our technical and professional experience,
with a serious approach".
Ruspina is focused on contract. Most of all hotels,
all around Africa. It’s an industry where they have
built an excellent reputation, with great jobs, representing 80 percent of turnover; but also offices,
entire buildings, sites of global corporations. They
work well in Libya, with strong partnerships with local companies, and in the neighboring countries.
“The powerful development of tourism in Tunisia has
driven us stronger into this direction”, Souki adds.
“In the beginning, we worked for end consumers,
then we realized that, if we worked with companies,
we could find more reliable customers and adopt
a different organization of our activity. Today, we are
one of the leading furniture makers in Tunisia, probably the first in the hotel business. For instance, we

Mohamed Souki with Chamseddine Gaiasse.

work with Accor, a giant that incorporates brands
like Ibis, Novotel, Mercure, Sofitel, Thalassa, Orbis…
We started with a hotel in Tunis and then extended collaboration to other countries. To give you an
idea of our organization, I can tell you we produce
2,400 complete hotel rooms annually, plus other rooms: receptions, dining rooms etc… We have
just closed a big order for more than 500 rooms in
Djerba and a grand hotel with 400 rooms in Hammamet. We can handle such challenging orders
thanks to our team, our expertise, our technology.
When I say “complete room”, I don’t mean furniture
only, but also parquet, doors and all you need”.
“We work to order and I must say we haven’t felt
the crisis: Tunisia is developing fast, although our
recent history has been characterized by a transition
that is still causing some worries; this "pause" was
an opportunity that hotel owners leveraged to renovate their facilities".
“Today – Mohamed Souki says – we have 6 thousand square meters of production facilities and a
big warehouse for raw materials, many of which
come from Italy. We buy wood from Crippa Legnami, veneer from Legno, hardware from Gruppo
Pozzi and other suppliers, without forgetting technology. We can say we are close friends with your

country: every year, we visit Italy to see new machines and products. To achieve high productivity levels, you have to invest in technology, constantly. I believe in personal relations, and our relations with Italian manufacturers have always
been based on mutual collaboration and trust. Our
key suppliers also include Scm Group, with a very
positive and mutually satisfactory collaboration.
Then we can rely on a local partner like Ital Solutions, offering us more reliability in after-sales operations; collaboration with a man like Chamseddine Gaiasse is essential for us”.
As you move around the Ruspina Meubles facilities, you almost exclusively see Italian equipment. A “Compact Spray” painting line by Superfici Elmag lies next to three spraying booths and
one “Profisander C” from the same company, or the
Cpc line for heat-shrinking packaging. In solid wood
machining departments, there are two Stromab “Pfs
50” cutting machines and two Centauro band saws.
The Scm brand is all around: “Minimax” and
“Technomax” belt sanders, one “Sandya”, a number of routers, a double tenoner “Concept Nt” also
used for parquet production. And then three spindle molders: one “Compact Nt”, one “Superset” and
one “Superset Nt”. Dozens of machines, many of
them from the “Class” range, programmable and
driven by numerical control: one “Ten 220 Class”
tenoner. A three-axis working center “Tech Z30”, an
Olympic “K1000” edgebanding machine, a “Sigma Impact” panel saw.
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MEUBLATEX INDUSTRIES
The last visit in Tunisia was a real giant, one of the
most impressive companies we found in the country. It’s Group Meublatex (www.meublatex.com.tn)
in Sousse, a furniture factory (the definition is an understatement...) belonging to Group Mhiri, a key
player in Tunisian economy, a leader in the furniture industry and, through Group El Mouradi, in
tourism, and recently involved in retail.
It’s a seven-thousand-employee organization, born
in the furniture industry, as Selma Mhiri, the founder’s
daughter and manager of new projects, tells.
“We were born in the furniture industry”, she says.
“My father worked in a banking institute that controlled Skanes Meuble, Tunisia’s biggest furniture
manufacturer, and he was appointed to general
manager of this company. My
father is capable, accurate
and determined, he was not
going to be a stranger in this
world. He decided to learn
and attended specific training
courses for wood and furniture
in Denmark. He was thirty. He
came back to Skanes and, for
many years, he executed the
task he had been assigned. He
called expert engineers from
Northern Europe to improve
quality standards and work organization. In Monastir, he established the first wood and furniture school in Tunisia.
He applied his management
skills to wood and, in 1972, he
decided it was time to turn his
ideas into reality, so he started his own business”.
It was the beginning of a long success story. Besides Meublatex Sa – now a retail organization with
83 furniture, household appliance and electronic
showrooms – the group includes four more com-

Panobois, particleboard production.
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Lamination. On the right, a Colombo R. press.

panies with a total number of 15 production facilities: Panobois (production of particleboard, veneer
and sawn timber), Tissage Meublatex (wool and
cotton spinning and dyeing, fabric production
and printing, bedding, production of mattresses,
carpets, wadding, felts, geo-textiles and unwoven
tissue), Meublatex Industries (home and community
furniture, glass, injection
plastics, metal constructions,
polyurethane foams) and
Carrières & Batiments
(constructions and public
works). From sawmills to
glass, from fabrics to large
communities: the ultimate
goal was to have full control
of the business, to manage
every phase of the process.
The result is an industrial
park dedicate to furniture
that covers 30 hectares.
“Concurrently with the development of our furniture
business, we started to deal
with tourism: in 1985 we inaugurated the first hotel of our chain “El Mouradi”,
which now includes 16 hotels from three to five stars,
with 7 thousand rooms in total. Of course, we needed not only furniture, but also carpets, moquette,
curtains, mattresses, bed sheets and blankets.. so
we started to produce all of them, as well. Later on,
we introduced transportation and support services for tour operator customers, our own travel agencies, food storage centers, services. We also
opened a hotel school. And going back to furniture,
we have big plans also in the distribution business,
with a new project called “La Villa”.
An Italian brand for a new store concept, similar to
La Rinascente in Milan rather than the Lafayette
stores in Paris. We want to convey our vision of fur-

The new furniture production department.

niture and decoration, entrusting designers with the
creation of specific collections for the high end of
the market, according to “European” standards. Furniture with an “international style” and contemporary design, which have become a new production
line and will enable us to push export”.
Our visit to Meublatex continued with a conversation with Hosni Ben Ali, in the company for 29
years, currently the technical manager for the production of kit furniture, solid wood furniture and complements, children bedrooms. That's the “furniture
heart” of Meublatex.
“The problem we are facing is how to increase our
production capacity”, he says. “Demand is growing up strong and, to give the right answers, we are
investing in technology, mainly through the acquisition of new working centers. We have many for
solid wood processing and we appreciate their
great flexibility.
With more advanced technology we might produce
more, and we might also change operations more
quickly, minimizing errors and ensuring the maximum consistency of finished product quality”.
Visiting Meublatex is a journey through all stages,
from the sawing of logs purchased in Africa and Europe, to the production of foams for upholstered furniture. Italy is a key player in all these areas. “We
buy paints from Renner and Milesi; for the high
end, we use water-based paints, otherwise traditional solvent-based paints. Most hardware we use
comes from Italy, namely Salice, Agv, Italiana Ferramenta, Gruppo Pozzi and Ferrari. The same applies to technology, for which Italy is really famous!”.
The factory tour starts with shearing machines,
which prepare the veneer to laminate particleboard
produced in a nearby hall. The gluing line is by
Colombo R., literally covered by heaps of veneer
that is processed not only in the group’s production units, but also sold to third parties, including
German furniture makers. Everywhere Italian machines, everywhere signs of constant investment

Hosni Ben Ali with Chamseddine Gaiasse.

to eliminate obsolete technology and replace it with
updated solutions.
In the painting department, for instance, there is a
line by Elmag Superfici with a new spraying robot,
also by Elmag Superfici, an efficient vertical oven,
all conceived for high-end production cycles. All
around you can read Italian names and models: Stefani, Vitap, Griggio, Sandya, Cpc, Pade, Tagliabue, Scm.
Some departments have already been “renovated”
and technological standards have nothing to envy
to the most advanced plants you can find in Italy
or Germany, where you see no more traditional machines, but only highly automated lines.
“Mr. Mhiri, the founder of our group, has always had
clear ideas and a long-term vision, he knows where
we should go and how”, says Hosni Ben Ali. “He has
built an empire, betting on technology and a highly
qualified technical staff. We handle big orders with
great confidence. I’m thinking of Zem Zem, the most
beautiful hotel at Mecca, which we have furnished
completely. Our factory releases three thousand bedroom each year, plus reception desks, outdoor furniture, dining rooms, community areas. This business
accounts for just 30 percent of our turnover. We sell
lots of home furniture and export to Belgium,
France, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Libya.
We are establishing contacts with Germany, where
we have already presented prototypes of what we
might do for that market. We offer an excellent quality-to-price ratio, so there can be plenty of opportunities… and I repeat, this is mostly the result
of direct control on the entire supply chain, from logs
delivered to our sawmill to finished product, which
allows to plan production efficiently, eliminate
price increases in intermediate steps, and keep lead
time under control”.
by Luca Rossetti ■
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AMELIO BASSO
We met Amelio Basso a few
years ago, in Rosavenda,
where Basso Legnami is
based. We spent most of the
day with him, discovering the
operations that were carried
out in the facilities (tangible evidence of his business skills
and "flair") and moving around
among stacks of wonderful
wood materials, a sort of pilgrimage for anyone who is
fond of wood, just like he was.
Amelio Basso died at 78, after
a long and distressing illness,
faced with courage and dignity.
Those who knew him better
than we did describe him as
a capable and ingenious man, sometimes tough; but that was part of his
attitude, an expression of his love for
his work, his company, his appreciation and consideration for the people
who worked with him.
“A model to remember and to learn
from, a strong and passionate man
who could be kind and sensitive, and
generous like no one else”, many
have told us. He has left us a piece
of heritage, a diary where he openly
and passionately noted the story of his
life, rich of facts, happy and sad
events, family, business.
The title of his diary, “Il mio caro Okoumé” (My Dear Okoumé), clearly indicates his passion and commitment
to the wood industry, which had fascinated him since he was a child,
helping father Marco in his wood
trade business: as we read those
pages, we realize how he was able to
face and win business and personal
challenges, with enthusiasm, courage,
honesty and a bright mind.
Through his activity, determination and
great intuition, Okoumé – an African
wood that had long been used in the

French plywood industry, but was still
unknown in Italy though available in
large quantities in the forests of Gabon
– was introduced into the Italian window
industry in the Seventies.
Amelio Basso spent several years in
sawmills and forests in Gabon, working hard to bring that unknown
species to the Rosavenda site, despite many doubts concerning that
material. He never stopped believing
in his intuition and, over the years, he
improved this species, learned to select the best wood, dry it properly to
produce semifinished materials and
laminar products: ultimately, he was
acknowledged as a "specialist" of this
species. He won the challenge and,
today, Okoumè is one of the most
popular and appreciated species
thanks to Basso Legnami, still a
leader in this business.
The industry has lost a valuable actor, now succeeded by the third generation of his family, but he taught us
one thing for certain: that his “dear Okoumé” will remain a reference species
in the wood market for many years to
come. ■

FAREWELL
GIORGIO COLOGNESE
“We made acquaintance at Busellato many years
ago. We worked together until we took different directions, as I decided it was time for me to start my own
business. But a few years later, in 1984, Giorgio joined
me to manage the sales operations of our company”.
That’s the beginning of the story of Giorgio Colognese,
who passed away last July, after a terrible disease that,
little by little, had isolated him from his family and the
world. He was 73 and he has
left his wife Nerina and son
Matteo, who lovingly took care
of him until the very end.
To pay a tribute to one of the
main characters of the golden
age of the woodworking industry, we turned to Gianni Sella,
founder of Essetre, where
Colognese worked as sales manager for over twenty
years, until his disease forced him to give up.
“He was a capable salesman – Sella says – he knew
very well that customers were not looking just for someone with great selling skills, but someone who could explain the technical features and performance of a machine.
“We were friends in the first place – he continues – and
I have always appreciated the values he believed in; by
virtue of his values, he established strong and deep human relations, he was kind, loyal and positive, he could
immediately establish a link with the person in front of
him. For me, he was a guide, a steering bar in a period of great change.
Back in those years, we developed solutions for
kitchen manufacturers, then for window producers, offering five-axis machines that only a few companies
could provide. Those were years of intensive dedication and commitment. We built innovative equipment,
often for different industries, and he was always able
to guide us in this journey, to let most different people
appreciate our technological solutions, in all kinds of applications.
I will always be thankful for his capacity to explain our
vocation for the production of special machines, "tailormade” for specific customer requirements... I am not sure
we would have been so successful without him...”. ■
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COMPANIES

COLLANTI CONCORDE:
ONE FOR EACH NEED
The range is so wide that
it leaves you literally amazed,
with a mandatory mission:
keep doing research
and experimenting
new applications, so as not
to waste the reputation of real
"specialists" that the company
in Vittorio Veneto has gained.

Carlo Filippin.

Glues – at least in the wood industry – are among
those products and supplies that are often taken
for granted. Everyone knows that it takes a specific
glue to make specific things. You buy it, you apply
it and that’s it, or almost. But new applications for
wood and wood-based materials, new combinations
with other materials, have driven the development
of specific formulas, more than in the past, towards
glues that can offer the best performance in each
specific application. We have to say we were surprised to see how many possibilities, options and
peculiarities there are in this field.
Such opportunity was offered by Carlo
Filippin, founder and owner of Collanti Concorde (www.collanticoncorde.it),
based in Vittorio Veneto, near Treviso.
Turnover close to 14 million Euros, thirty employees, three subsidiaries (Turkey,
Romania and Slovenia) and huge, continuous investments in technology and
automation to make each stage of the
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production process increasingly safe, effective
and controlled.
A recent “vocation” is glues for wood constructions...
“We can definitely say that the wood industry is our
strongest domain”, Filippin says. “For several
decades we have been serving this industry with a
comprehensive range of products, from hot-melt to
vinyl glues. I always like to stress we have never
stopped and we have always worked to add skills to
what we can do. Today, with out products we can glue
steel, foamed polystyrene and composite material,
just to mention a few materials. We are specializing

in glues for the brush industry to apply bristles to the
ferrule, it’s a product we export all over the world.
For wood, we have formulated highly specific glues
for shipbuilding panels or floating floors. These technical glues are beyond wood, if you allow me, and
help open up new possibilities. We might say we
are specializing in the search of diversity, peculiarity, specialty. In Georgia, for instance, we have
a construction site where we glue multilayer marine
plywood to a lightweight polystyrene screed, it’s a
material used for the construction of the Court of
Justice in Tbilisi. And I could mention another dozen
of similar stories...”.
How did the story begin?
“After different jobs, in 1979 I decided to create my
own business. I started with reconstruction after the
Friuli earthquake, the renovation of churches and
buildings using special consolidating resins. There
were many frescos and art works. Within few years,
we transferred our expertise to the wood industry.
We were the first to glue wood onto painted wood,
with a product that is still very popular among those
who use this process, solving the problems of users
who want to apply frames, friezes and other elements onto painted panels.
Since then, we have been growing constantly and
we have acquired the necessary resources to deliver the volumes requested by the market.
I think we have always had the luck to identify new
product requirements in time, responding to new
rising needs with products having a quality above
current standards. This is not just a sound bite or a
slogan, we have frequent evidence of this approach.
Our glues deliver excellent results also in terms of
“processability”, i.e. execution of operations on
glued elements with no impact on tools. Not only:
we often formulate customer-specific glues, with
reaction times designed to optimize plant cycle and
achieve maximum investment profitability”.
This seems to be perfectly fitting for wood construction glues, a fast-growing industry you have
known for a few decades...
“That’s true. We have been dealing with wood constructions for a long time, with many valuable partnerships around the world. This is an industry that represents an excellent example of the quality of our work:
we are constantly pursuing maximum integration upstream, with technology manufacturers, and downstream, with the manufacturers of beams or X-Lam.

A COMPLETE RANGE
Glues for technical bonds, construction and parquet, paper converting and paper bag production, painting brush factories. And
an extensive range of glues for the wood industry, the result of
over thirty years of research and commitment to the definition of
more and more performing solutions.
From ureic glues (universal two-component or self-hardening, for
veneered and hollow-core elements, transpiring-proof, low
formaldehyde content and long open time) to vinyl glues, both
for different types of wood and panels and for veneering, suitable
for Pvc sheets, impregnated paper or thin laminates, ranging from
products – also vinyl – for hot and cold presses, for chairs, for au-

tomated dosing and dowel-inserting plants, quick-hardening, resistant to mechanical stress, solvents, water or temperature.
Another major domain for Collanti Concorde is hot-melting glues
for edgebanding: for high-speed plants, for pre-gluing, for manual plants to process curved or shaped parts, for soft-forming.
In addition, the offer includes glues for edgebanding centers producing invisible glue lines, substantially contributing to the visual impact of the edgebanded part, while minimizing the visibility of the glue bead.
The family of water-based polyurethane glues also includes products for membrane or pneumatic presses, for the application of
wooden friezes, and for wood-to-wood waterproof bonds.
A special mention goes to “Xilobond T”, a moisture-curing
polyurethane adhesive, specially designed for bonding purposes in the assembly of structural timber. The review is complete
by glues and sealants in cartridges or bags, based on silane terminated polymers, extensively used in shipbuilding, wood and
constructions.
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Together, we can get very far, because – together –
it’s easier to check the validity of a project and the
involved equipment and materials.
Also in wood constructions and X-Lam panel production, each customer has its glue, as they have their
own cycle and they want to apply the procedure they
consider more effective. Our polyurethane glue for
wood constructions, called “Xilobond T”, ensures a
trouble-free process: no need to measure air or wood
temperature, no need to adapt the quantity of catalyst to the pressing time... you can work with great
peace of mind and achieve better results.
This glue has shown its quality in all conformity tests

executed by Cnr-Ivalsa in San Michele all’Adige,
certifying that we are largely above the standards
fixed by European regulations for structural glues
that will be enforced since December 1 (En certification 15425:2008). For thirty years we have applied our experience in this specific field, and we
really have much experience! The conformity certificate from Ivalsa is clear, confirming that “Xilobond
T” is suitable for the production of glued laminar
wood, for “innovative linear products” (Khv, duo and
trio beams) and “X-Lam” “two-dimensional products” (Cnr-Ivalsa certification)”.
A business that seems to be bound to grow exponentially in the coming years…
“Sure. We estimate the value of the European market in several tens of million Euros. In Italy, it is growing exponentially. The European standard will finally
clarify the rules for structural polyurethane glues,
and this will open several doors that are still
closed for many reasons. We will be able to convey our vision with an even stronger approach, enabling manufacturers to select the best partner from
all points of view. I repeat: constructions are certainly the wood domain that is going through the
most positive trend, with wide growth margins for
all stakeholders, because X-Lam panel production
is increasing, driving the demand of glue.
Our “Xilobond T” is formaldehyde-free, it releases
no water into wood, it needs no catalyst, it is resistant to frost, it is one-component. It delivers the
best performance when it is applied in a "thick layer", which means it fills up the wood surface even
if there are some flaws. It accelerates pressing time
and reduces tool wear in all machining stages, besides longer storage time, up to eight months, twice
as long as melamine glues”.
by Luca Rossetti ■
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ATOS: ELECTROHYDRAULIC
SERVOACTUATORS

Atos (www.atos.com) digital
servoactuators are smart
machine’s elements providing position closed loop control for any hydraulic axis with
optional alternated position
and pressure/force controls.
They truly realize compact
units, ready to use after piping to the hydraulic source
and wiring to the electronic
system.
They include low friction servocylinder with integral position/pressure/force transducers and high performance servoproportional valve
with on-board electronic driver & controller just designed
for electrohydraulics motion
control.
Basic operational controls
are slave control: the servoactuator precisely performs in real-time the motion
closed loop control, according to external analog or
fieldbus position reference
signals; motion cycle control:
the servoactuator carries out
a pre-programmed position/time motion cycle with
closed loop control. The machine electronic unit operate
start, stop and phase switch-

over by on-off or fieldbus
commands and alternated
position vs force controls:
pressure/force transducers
have to be installed in the
system.
A specific algorithm automatically selects time by
time the active control. Performance parameters and
motion cycle are set via Pc
using Atos unique Pc software. Programming interfaces available are Serial,
CanOpen, Profibus Dp.
DIGITAL PRESSURE
CONTROLS
These new proportional
valves with integral digital
electronics provide closed
loop pressure control trough
an integral pressure transducer. They offer excellent
performances for hysteresis, response time, linearity
and stability.
The valve's non-linearities
and its dynamic behaviour
may be easily adjusted and
set by Atos unique Pc software. Max pressure 315 bar
- Max flow up to 1000 l/min. ■

FAIRS

THE FUTURE OF CONSTRUCTIONS:
RENDEZVOUS IN MILAN
Everything is ready for the fifth edition of “Made Expo”,
the international exhibition dedicated to constructions, architecture
and interior decorations. As of 2013, there will be great news:
biennial frequency, specialization, internationality.
The starting conditions are excellent for the fifth edition of “Made Expo”, from 17 to 20 October at the
exhibition center Fieramilano-Rho, a review of the
best of global production in the areas of constructions, architecture and interior decorations.
Based on the experience of previous editions (celebrating the success of a show that has renewed
the exhibition landscape with an innovative concept), “Made Expo” 2012 is coming back once
again as the best platform to generate real business
opportunities and contacts with the international actors of the construction industry. Industry companies will have the tangible opportunity to expand
their contact network and present their solutions for
the building industry, innovative production processes for safe, eco-sustainable and energy-efficient
buildings and urban environments, to operators from
all over the world.
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The exhibition will also provide the audience with
a wide and comprehensive range of solutions and
products for constructions, renovation, anti-seismic
upgrades, hydro-geological protection of urban areas, construction technology for the renovation of
historical heritage and monuments. Strong focus
will be placed on renovation and restoration – the
only construction industry branches that recorded
growth in 2011 thanks to the excellent performance
of wood: plus 0.8 percent – reaffirming the role of
“Made Expo” as the most important preview of industry trends. This element – combined with the fact
that the exhibition gathers the entire construction
industry under one roof, while preserving the specific features of each sector – supported the success of the event as Italy’s most visited construction industry exhibition (in 2011 over 253 thousand
visitors, including almost 32 thousand international
operators).
Besides wood – with leading Italian and international actors located in hall 2 – much space will be
dedicated to concrete, with the participation of all
key industry leaders: meetings, conferences, workshops and other scientific and cultural events, addressed to industry professionals, construction companies, public and private contractors, will animate
hall 6 throughout the four days of the exhibition.

EVENTS AT “MADE EXPO” 2012
“Smart Village”
(hall 18)
“Forum della tecnica delle costruzioni”
(hall 10)
“Green Home Design”
(hall 7)
“AAA+A”
(hall 4)
“Condominio App”
(hall 14)
“Costruire pubblico”
(hall 2)
“Borghi & centri storici”
(hall 4)
“Instant House - Temporary Housing”
(hall 9)
“Made in Concrete”
(hall 6)
“Serramenti in posa”
(hall 18)
“WoodLab”
(hall 4)
“Premio Medaglia d’Oro all’Architettura
italiana”, 4th edition
(Centro servizi, room Taurus)
“Pillole di Architettura “à la Carte”
(hall 9)
“Edifici a energia quasi zero”

PROGETTO SERRAMENTO: DOORS
AND WINDOWS TAKE THE SCENE
A key strength of “Made Expo” since the first edition, the “doors and windows” section will be strongly represented also this year; with an extensive lineup of events, it will be presented as “Progetto Serramento”, an innovative showcase organized by
FederlegnoArredo, Uncsaal and Pvc Forum
Italia (representing the Italian industry of building
envelopes) two introduce two significant and mutually related initiatives: “Smart Village” and “Serramenti in posa 2012”.
At “Smart Village” (by Edilportale), the three associations will deliver qualified technical consulting services to door and window manufacturers,
companies and designers by transferring their technical knowledge; and also, this will be a physical
place to provide sales and marketing opportunities
to build new market relationships with all industry
operators. “Smart Village” will feature a long list of
initiatives and activities, including: permanent
technical consulting for door-window manufacturers, companies and designers; state-of-the-art top-

ics and products for energy efficiency and environmental sustainability; “55% point” with all information on tax deductions for the improvement
of energy efficiency in buildings; “Biblio point” with
guides and manuals for the installation of facades, doors and windows.
“Serramenti in posa 2012” will be dedicated to a
more and more critical issue for companies, designers and customers: the installation of doors and
windows. This area (featuring a welcome desk and
an open space for lessons and demos about different installation-related topics) will be operated
by FederlegnoArredo, Uncsaal and Pvc Forum Italia,
offering an exhaustive review of doors and windows
made of wood, aluminum and Pvc.
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MADE IS 100% OWNED BY FEDERLEGNO AND GOES BIENNIAL AS OF 2013
Federlegno has taken over Made Eventi srl – owned by Giulio Cesare Alberghini – with a 100% share and looks
into the future betting on a biennial, specializing and international event. "This is
an important operation that takes on very
significant value in terms of development
of the Made expo trade fair project, considering the current economic scenario",
explains Roberto Snaidero, president of
FederlegnoArredo. “This step commits us
to even greater concentration of our
forces in the exhibition landscape. Alongside the member representation in the different sectors, FederlegnoArredo in fact
intends to exploit the experience of
these five years to strengthen its support

for growth of tangible business opportunities for companies. Our fairs today
need to rethink their role, from mere showcase to tool for industrial policy and a venue for networking””.
With this process in mind, FederlegnoArredo has immediately presented
the company’s Board of Directors with
an industrial investment plan that calls
for a total review of the project for Made
Expo, in order to introduce – as expressed in the press release - "... the
stage of permanent positioning of this
event as an Italian benchmark for
companies for the national and international market". The press release continues: “The new project is shared

At “Serramenti in posa 2012”, visitors can find a detailed presentation of all installation aspects, illustrated within an articulated and comprehensive program. Initiatives include: demos of technical application issues; technical design elements for correct installation with different operating modes; preview and promotion of training courses for door/window installation; insights of product qualification and
sales approach topics.
It’s a one-thousand-square-meter area to promote
contacts between companies and foreign dele-
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and supported by Uncsaal (National
Union of Constructors of Frames in Aluminium, Steel and Alloys) and has
met with the general consensus of operators and the most qualified member
companies, as it looks set to add
great value to the various sectors, the
premise for this event’s success. The
project follows three fundamental lines
of strategy: biennial frequency, specialization, internationality.
Biennial frequency: starting from 2013,
Made Expo will be held every two years,
in odd-numbered years in October, at the
Fiera Milano Rho trade fair center.
Specialization: Made Expo will be a
“federation of exhibitions” and, as

gations. It’s called “Made International Business Lounge”, a B2B platform that will put official
delegations and industry operators from all over the
world in touch with “Made Expo” exhibitors, facilitating direct meetings with international professional
bureaus, associations and operators, and focus
groups on specific countries. “Made International
Business Lounge” will be dedicated to the promotion of international business relations within the
exhibition, where exhibitors have the opportunity to
interact proactively with foreign delegations. By registering at www.madeexpo.it, companies will be able

such, from 2013 it will be organized into
6 vertical events, showcasing homogeneous product categories, each
with its strong individuality and benefiting from dedicated communication.
Constructions and building sites; building envelope, facades, doors and windows; interior design and architecture;
city and landscape; energy and installations, software and hardware.
Internationalization: Made Expo, representing the excellence of made in Italy,
will act as a magnet for operators from
all over the world and, at the same time,
it will create an innovative format to accompany companies in emerging countries and on priority foreign markets.
“We have worked on this trade fair pro-

posal”, explained Giovanni De Ponti,
general manager of FederlegnoArredo,
“responding to the many requests
from companies and the markets and
putting ourselves in a leadership position on the international trade fair calendar. We have done this at a moment
of great expansion and success of this
fair, in view of positive results from the
first four editions, in terms of both visitors and exhibitors. Our efforts aim at
making this event one of the best opportunities for representing innovation. This is why we have chosen biennial frequency, allowing companies
to work on their products and research and offering complementary
services in the period between one edi-

to attend presentations and meet delegates in the
B2B lounge, in order to develop useful contacts to
introduce and consolidate their business in interesting international markets.
This large area (one thousand square meters inside
halls 9-11) is hosting an intensive program of events
"tailored" to companies and delegations. The latter, together with international architecture studios,
will present and illustrate current initiatives in the
countries addressed by industry actors to develop their business abroad. Reaffirming the role of
“Made Expo” as preferential platform for real busi-

tion and the next". This new project”,
stressed the president of Made Eventi srl, Andrea Negri, “puts Made Expo
at the hub of a trade fair system oriented towards international promotion
of Italian building excellence. The enhancement of this supply chain is the
primary mission of our fair, which we
can pursue thanks to the support of Associations, Federcostruzioni, professional boards, universities and the
scientific and technical community”. A
key partner for the new direction taken by the event is Fiera Milano, which
will continue to provide Made Expo with
an excellent exhibition venue, on a par
with the development process already
started. ■

ness opportunities, a dedicated area will be created for B2B relations, with individual workplaces
where the delegations involved in the program can
meet exhibitors one-to-one in scheduled meetings.
How should we live in the present to preserve the
future? Again this year, “Made Expo” is presenting
“Green Home Design, abitare il presente”, an
expo and conference on architecture, sustainable
constructions and efficiency, covering a 1,400
square meter area including five installations,
namely four houses and a kindergarten, plus a conference room and a lounge with a “bio bar”. All installations will be built in full scale (1:1) by
renowned architects such as Aldo Cibic, Luca Scacchetti, Marco Piva, Massimo Mandarini and two
emerging architects, in collaboration with the industry's most dynamic companies.
In four days, the area will host workshops on the
topics of architecture and sustainable constructions,
combined with a number of initiatives: conferences;
stories straight from the designer’s voice; experiences of sponsor companies; scientific workshops in collaboration with leading industry publications about the key topics of green living, presented by major industry experts from the academic, institutional and business world.
by Andrea Brega ■
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EVENTS

From 10 to 13 October, “Saloni WorldWide Moscow”, the leading showcase
for the best of “made in Italy” organized by FederlegnoArredo,
is holding its eighth edition. Exhibitors have increased massively
(plus 36 percent), as they consider Russia and the former Soviet Union region
a market to focus on in the coming years.

THE “SALONI” WARM UP
THE RUSSIAN AUTUMN
We are approaching the eighth edition of “Saloni
WorldWide Moscow”, the established autumn
event by FederlegnoArredo in Russia, which
from Wednesday 10 to Saturday 13 October will
showcase the best of high-quality “made in Italy”
furniture in the exhibition center Crocus Expo in
Moscow. An edition that promises to be quite significant with 516 exhibitors expected (36 percent
more than in the past edition), traditionally distrib52 XYLON INTERNATIONAL September-October 2012

uted between design/modern and classical sectors
(the latter is constantly growing); they consider this
event a strategic opportunity to relaunch their business in a critical historical moment and turning point.

RUSSIAN MARKET GROWING
The significant increase of exhibiting companies
(and net surface, plus 35 percent compared to
2011) is not mere chance: the companies that de-

ITALIAN EXCELLENCE ON SHOW

Over 500 exhibitors, mostly Italian, but also from Spain,
France, Germany and The Netherlands.

cided to attend know that, right now, the Russian
market and the former Soviet Union region in general offer good business opportunities. Figures are
clear: in 2011, Italian furniture export to Russia
scored plus 11 percent over 2010, with a turnover
of 700 million Euros, confirming the position of our
country as top furniture supplier to this market; and
also for this year there are expectations to close with
a 10 percent increase approximately (Centro studi FederlegnoArredo statistics).
Looking at the balance figures and outlook of the
major global markets in this industry, Russia and
the former Soviet Union seem the destinations with
the best export opportunities for our companies in
coming years, as we all hope to go back to 2008
levels within five years, close to the ambitious one
billion Euro target.

Concurrently with “Saloni WorldWide” in Moscow, the Russian capital will celebrate its close relationship to Italy with the “Exhibitaly”
event, promoted by the Italian Prime Minister Office and the Ministry of Economic Development, in collaboration with the Italian
Embassy in Moscow.
It’s a set of shows and exhibitions aimed at promoting the excellence of Italian industry, spanning the period from September
2012 to January 2013, at the archaeological-urban complex Krasny Oktyabr (the former site of the Krasny Oktiabr chocolate factory, one of the liveliest and fashionable locations in Moscow).
The excellence of Made in Italy design will be celebrated in the
exhibition route “Welcome to Design” (Krasny Oktyabr, 11-28 October 2012), in collaboration with Cosmit, an overview of the best
of Italian design that illustrates the key concepts, the specific features of our manufacturing system, also through historical elements
and icons, based on hints and suggestions that guide the visitor on a highly emotion journey.
The items on display will illustrate the importance of creativity and
quality in the Italian culture and heritage, going back to their roots
and projecting them into the future and innovation.

YOUNG PEOPLE WANT OUR DESIGN
Russians clearly know which design products
they want in their homes, and market operators have
understood it a long time ago; to mention another
figure, in the past eight years they have increased
their attendance at the Milan Saloni, growing from
6 thousand in 2004 to over 21 thousand in 2012.
Expectations for the “Saloni WorldWide” 2012 edition are high, especially among young Russians who
see an opportunity to interact with major Italian architects and designers and to promote themselves to exhibiting manufacturers. This year, two
big initiatives will be replicated at “Saloni WW
Moscow”, namely the “Master Classes” and the
“SaloneSatellite WorldWide Moscow”.
During the first three days, Crocus Expo will stage

three meetings involving architects Flavio Albanese, Rodolfo Dordoni and Roberto Peregalli/Laura Sartori Rimini, together with the Russian journalist and design critic Olga Kosyreva.
It’s going to be the eighth edition also for “SaloneSatellite WorldWide Moscow”, an event appreciated by young Russian designers both for potential contacts with exhibitors and for the international visibility that the show can offer.
by Cristiano Fieramonti ■
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HERE’S TO YOU
THE FOURTH EDITION OF SICAM
We visited Carlo Giobbi, sales manager of Exposicam, to have a preview
on what we will be experiencing in Pordenone, from Wednesday,
October 17th, to Saturday 20th.
Consistent results, substantially consistent. We can
sum up like this the next edition of Sicam, the event
dedicated to the world of semifinished products and
supplies which has become a milestone in the international exhibition landscape. An important
success that Carlo Giobbi always faces with a bit
of understatement, as English people say.
More than 500 exhibitors, with an absolutely physiological reduction compared to 545 exhibitors in
2011. Indeed, with the crisis still in progress, we
could have expected a more significant decrease.
“The situation is well-known”, Giobbi says. “The economic situation is characterized by takeovers,
mergers and – unfortunately – closures, the creation
of groups or syndicates… the figures of every exhibitions are forced to decrease compared to the
past. We cover the same area as in
2011, that is halls from 2 to 9 in Fiera
Pordenone. In Hall 1 we will set up
the restaurant and we will welcome “late-coming” companies
that ask us to be present in any
way... On the whole, we are down
by 2 percent as in net exhibition surface, around 14 thousand square
meters, another excellent result".
No worries as to visitors: “Through
our journeys, our attendance of several industry exhibitions all over the
54 XYLON INTERNATIONAL September-October 2012

Carlo Giobbi.

world, we have been able to record definitely positive results", Giobbi continues. “Everybody is
waiting for Sicam and this makes us extremely
proud. We have become a meeting point also for
overseas countries, and wherever we have been,
we have found appreciations, and this allows us to
tell that the attendance of foreign visitors does not
worry us. It is different for Italian visitors: we held
many meetings and organized several professional
initiatives, but it seems that in our country the crisis is particularly “perceived”, that’s why I believe
that, in the end, results will be similar and could be
compared with results recorded in the past".
The troubled comparison with Zow is now a thing
of the past….
“Let’s talk about exhibitions. Let’s talk
about an event chosen by exhibitors and visitors. The rest is an
old story. The industry has chosen
to be in Pordenone, welcoming our
proposal. If we were asked to bring
the next edition to Timbuktu, we
would be ready to move, because
we only and exclusively do what
most exhibitors ask us to do.
Many people have tried to apply
this model; none of them, apart
from you, have succeeded.

“On our side - Giobbi continues - there is experience. We organized the first collective stand at Interzum in 1985 with these criteria, with this kind of
service and stand installations. We did not have to
learn from anybody; for others maybe it has been
more complicated to try to revolutionize specific
concepts, with alternate destinies. Let me tell you
that the problem is different. There are very “personal” exhibitions connected to the person who invented, created, designed and managed them...
we strongly believe in this, in strong passion, in making everything possible for an event that will be an
answer for all players".
Mr Giobbi, are you somehow worried that the toy
could break-up? And that this industry is no longer
interesting for somebody. Are you not dubious about
the lull before the storm?
“Who knows? We always live each and every edition with the same pressure and work hard to offer more than our partners and customers expect.
We have worked successfully for many years and
we have turned Pordenone into a “certainty”.
Many Italian and foreign exhibition institutions
have “contacted” us, somebody tried to stop us,
but we have continued to go on. We have chosen
to be faithful to an idea, a project that has yielded results that all the industry recognizes.
Our success is guaranteed by exhibitors who want
to be at Sicam, who have not accepted other offers and who have decided to choose the "Sicam
formula in Pordenone", recognizing our added values: the dimension of the exhibition, costs, service
quality, being at the core of the Italian production,
small stands …maybe we have been able to “reassure” companies giving them the feeling that
this is a machine to work more pleasantly, effectively
and with a suitable investment”.
And what about Made, that this year will take place
in the same dates?
“We do not believe that there will be any impact on
our exhibition. We have not recorded cancellations

among exhibitors. And I am sure that it is a situation – I mean the overlapping dates – that will not
take place again”.
Sometimes we hear about biennial frequency also
for Sicam. What is your opinion?
“As far as I am concerned, the question is closed.
Many companies and many other groups believe
that it is more cost-effective to be in Pordenone every
year rather than visiting all customers one more time.
In addition, you should consider the international attractiveness that Sicam has developed..."
A question: if I am not wrong, you have recently organized also some collective delegations. May this
choice represent a new season for Exposicam?
“No. It is a service we have offered to groups of exhibitors who were interested in attending – in a correct way – exhibitions and events taking place in
more “difficult” markets. We have provided them
with our expertise and professional skills, but we
have not done it thinking about a new business.
They have been all positive experiences: in Colombia particularly good results were recorded and our
exhibitors established contacts with import agents
and local companies, and this was their main goal.
A similar result was obtained in Brazil, a market –
as everybody knows – which is going through a
strong expansion stage.
For the future we are evaluating what to do, but I
can say that this will not be a business that we will
support as Exposicam, but Sicam will be just one
of the exhibitors. Also in this case, exhibitors will
decide whether this service has been useful and
they intend to rely on an organizer who can help
them repeat this experience…”.
One last figure about visitors: in October 2011,
17,500 visitors from 89 countries visited Pordenone.
A significant figure that confirms once again what
we have written, namely that Pordenone has become a milestone in the international flows of industry “professionals”. This year we expect as many
visitors as in the past, if the crisis allows... (l.r.) ■
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Research, innovation
and an increasingly targeted
customer service –
both in the production stage
and logistics management
of product distribution –
are the key strengths
of semifinished materials
and supplies for the
furniture industry.
The world of semifinished products and supplies
for the furniture industry does not stay still, waiting
for the recovery, but – despite the long-lasting difficulties caused by the crisis in several fields, from
hardware to panels and finishing – it continues to
invest in innovation, looking for new market
spaces on a global scale, integrated service solutions for customers. And this applies to manufacturers as well as people in charge of distribution. Because today rule number 1 to be competitive is one: providing the customer with an environmentally-friendly, flexible and customizable
product, quickly available also in small batches. That
is what we have been told by five leading companies operating in the industry.

FOCUSING ON ECO-FRIENDLINESS

Focus on
semifinished
products
and supplies

Eco-friendly particleboard is the ace in the hole of
Gruppo Mauro Saviola, based in Viadana (Mantua),
12 companies and 17 facilities located in Italy, Belgium and Argentina for 1,550 employees, so to work
in synergy in the wood and chemical industry.
The privileged source of "raw material" for panel production is wood recycle, with 1.5 million tons of recycled materials processed every year. A strong approach, but is this enough to face market difficulties?
Alessandro Saviola, president of Gruppo Mauro
Saviola answered this
question: “The current economic crisis
forces us to be careful as to the expectations on market
trends, mainly as to
Alessandro
domestic consumpSaviola.
tion. Abroad, we

ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY, FLEXIBLE
AND HIGH QUALITY SOLUTIONS
ROOM FOR CUSTOMIZATION

Gruppo Mauro Saviola, Beech paper.

mainly work with Eastern Countries, such as Germany, France, Scandinavia, but our products also
arrives overseas". The obstacle to overcome is the
competitiveness of the energy sector that considers wooden biomasses (also for recycling) as an important resource. “”Wood for recycling – despite
the waste hierarchy set by the European Union – is
hugely used for the production of energy from biomasses, even if this means to prevent wood from
having the opportunity to live a second life. In order to protect the cycle of such a precious resource,
we hope that energy can be produced by wastes
of wastes".
Bring wood back to life is a golden opportunity. “All
our panels are manufactured with 100% recycled
wood and they boast the official definition of “ecofriendly panel”: a certified brand that our customers
can be proud of to the benefit of environmental sustainability and business social responsibility”.
This is the important starting point of the research
and product innovation strategy. “In Italy we have
been the pioneers of an increasingly innovative finishing qualities from an aesthetical and technology point of view, thanks to which the whole panel
industry is living a recovery stage at international
level. As to eco-technology, our ace in the hole is
“Leb”, the particleboard with the lowest formaldehyde emissions in the world”.
Which is the scenario for semifinished products today? “A 360 degree furniture “dressing”, from
melamine-faced to laminate solutions, from panel to all other furniture components. Everything under the sign of harmonious coordination and, last but
not least, pleasant from an aesthetical point of view".
Sicam, hall 8 - stand B20/C21.

Cleaf was founded in the Seventies in the heart of
Brianza area, in Macherio. Starting with the sales
of particleboard and wooden edges, today the company controls the whole processing industry (from
lamination, cutting, edging processes up to the most
recent digital printing techniques and thin melaminefaced laminated panel for doors) and it is one of the
leading manufacturers of semifinished panel
with coating finishing with a high content of innovation, for design and furniture industry. The competition capacity is based on an increasingly flexible product with a strong personality: a winning
choice, mainly for the foreign market Cleaf is
looking at to find new partnerships. The company
established a partnership with a company manufacturing in Brazil that will be able to leverage all
Cleaf technology know-how.
“As to the market, we need to differentiate Italian
market - stagnating at the moment - and export”,
confirmed Alessandro Carrara, General Manager. “Italian manufacturers mainly work with foreign
countries. Italy is suffering for consumers in domestic market pay much more attention at prices,
there is little transparency at distribution level, and many
costs have an influence on product and
bring companies to
save on raw materials to ensure their
Alessandro Carrara.
margins. Then there
The company’s
headquarters
in Macherio
(Monza Brianza).
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LOW ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT,
HIGH-QUALITY

Machining stages for Cleaf products.

is also an increasingly diversified market trend so
to satisfy a multicultural society. We set our goal:
differentiating ourselves giving our surfaces more
characterization. Cleaf focuses on out-of-standard and customized product; an approach that
catches competitors on the wrong foot, even if it
does not solve the risk of counterfeiting, also in Italy,
strictly connected to trends.”
Among the latest solutions “made in Cleaf”, we find,
for example, tactile surfaces with integration of
real fabric, particularly appreciated abroad –
mainly in Great Britain and Northern Europe. New
products that are the result of constant efforts carried out by Surface Research Lab: a working team
oriented to research and development of high-value and high-technology surfaces, completed by the
company showroom that has become a laboratory where architects, users and technicians gathers
and talks to define the project together. “There is
room to grow, but just for high-quality products and
for all companies investing in research and having
a craftsman’s approach as to details and finishing
care. We have to get these skills back”.
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Gruppo Ica (Industria chimica adriatica), the group
founded 1971 in Civitanova Marche (Macerata), is
specializing in the production of special paints for
wood, from furniture manufacturing to joineries,
from shipyards to outdoor structures, from doors and
windows to garden furniture, from parquet to musical instruments.
Results shows it clearly: “The Ica Group,
with its three facilities, two of which
based in Civitanova
Marche and one located in Veneto a RoSandro Paniccia.
mano D’Ezzelino, Vicenza – said Sandro
Paniccia, president and Ceo – has 385 employees
and in 2011 recorded a consolidated turnover of 106.6
million euros. 40 percent of the turnover comes from
foreign markets and the most important areas include
Europe, India, China and North-America”.
Research is the way to remain competitive on a
global scale. “Our technology innovation is aimed
at reducing the environmental impact without neglecting the achievement of high chemical-phys-

Application Laboratory of Ica Group.

Color department of Ica Group.

SUCCESSFUL SYNERGIES
FOR THE GROWTH

Water-based paints packaging in Ica Group facility.

ical performance. Today these two aspects cannot
move separately”. New solutions include waterbased reactive dyes designed to create particular
effects without affecting wood natural features
characterized by the presence of open pores, with
high opacity products, reduced paint thicknesses
and maximum attention for the environment. Bucking the trend, “we are acquiring new Italian and foreign customers in the mature segment of the market that goes across several industries and that can
appreciate our products and services allowing us
to grow from a technological point of view”. In Italy
the industries that have been more affected by the
crisis are the ones that are strictly connected to the
trend of the construction industry (doors and windows); a different situation for furniture, where “manufacturers that focused on quality are maintaining,
and in some cases also increasing, their market
shares”. The painting process is a test field for made
in Ica innovation: “very often it represents the conclusion of a long path that starts working hand in
glove with designers. Besides focusing on product
technical features we try act more and more proactively, also through an attentive analysis of color
trends and innovative and winning matching between colors and effects”.
Sicam, hall 2 - stand A44/B45.

Roma Plastik, founded in 1996 for the production
of thermoplastic, melamine-based and matched
edges for the furniture industry, entered the Egger
Group in 2010, the international giant specializing
in the production of panels and wood-based materials, for the furniture and the construction industries.
In Istanbul, in Turkey, a country with a GDP increased
by 6 percent. This is the place where the facility for
total processing of the product was founded. The expansion process in main international markets – including the Italian one – started from Istanbul. In Italy
the company operates thanks to the cooperation with
Tommasi-Maronese in Mansuè (Treviso) that deals
with imports, cutting, packaging and local distribution of the product.
“The company is working in several international markets and it started to operate in Europe five years
ago”, said Michele Bellato, sales manager of
Roma Plastik in Italy. “The strong market share of
Roma Plastik remains in significantly growing markets, 40 percent of the turnover comes from Turkey”.

Roma Plastik edges.
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The entrance in the Egger Group has extended the
sales action with significant mutual benefits. “Roma
Plastik is welcoming a distribution plan in Europa,
while Egger is expanding its presence on strong
markets for Roma Plastik such as Turkey, MiddleEast and Far-East”.
Tommasi-Maronese manages local activities of Italian customers as well as services for smaller
manufacturers which require on-time deliveries also
in small batches and very quickly; in partnership
with Spanish Servi Canto, manufacturer and distributor of thermoplastic and melamine edges, coupled with metal, acrylic, bicolor, abs edges and others, and it is provided with a big distribution warehouse. An experience started approximately three
years ago and that allows to approach the difficult
Italian market, “very split and competitive. It has
been necessary to detect a partner operator with
an equipped distribution warehouse”. Product
trends are setting the trends, looking at dull materials with tactile finishing similar to natural wood.
“Research is focusing on finishing and quick
product realization that can be achieved also thanks
to new printing cylinders as well as on new materials with a lower environmental impact and higher resistance, and polypropylene edges and laser
or plasma edgebanding, even though their spreading has been reduced due to high costs”.
Sicam, hall 7 - stand C5.

CUSTOMER IS SERVED
Operating interface between the manufacturer
and the customer, “smart” product logistics management, delivery service organization. This is the
strategic role played by Furnital in Montano Lucino,
near Como, a company specializing in the distribution of hardware systems for furniture solutions
developed by some of the top brands in Italy. The
activity of Furnital is based on Eastern-European
markets (Russia, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Poland
and Slovakia), on Asia, Far-East and South-America (Colombia, Venezuela and Argentina, markets
that have also benefited from Furnital strong presence in Spain in the years before the crisis). An
evolving map based on a clear concept: Made in
Italy hardware is still winning all over the world.
“Up to three years ago it was difficult to think at the
Indian market for instance, while now we are operating also in that area”, said Emanuele Pozzoli,
owner. “The Italian product is highly requested in
emerging Countries, unlike what is happening on
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Furnital warehouse.

The exhibiting stand of Furnital.

the Western-European market, rather static today”.
Furnital distribution is mainly focused on systems
and opening and closing devices for furniture, in
particular for wardrobe. “With an overstocked market of kitchen furniture hardware , we are focusing
on this industry with a product range including jointing and sliding elements. In emerging countries this
market is getting mature, especially in production
fields relating to living environments and bedrooms.
We try to enter this growing business space proposing innovative solutions that are not so much
known by local manufacturers”. Distributing hardware systems for furniture items on a global scale
means to have an open-mind approach on the most
interesting international trends. “Product is changing following three directions. The spreading of application opportunities; the evolution of design and
furniture manufacturing, which requires the adaptation of solutions for the use of different materials;
a higher flexibility in hardware production, with
the development of “customized” solutions, specifically designed according to customers’ requirements”. What about the future outlook? Tracing it
is difficult but not impossible. “We expect good development opportunities in new markets”. ■
Sicam, hall 6 - stand A18.

ZETAGÌ: “EVERGREEN KIT”
FOR WINDOWS IN FULL SHAPE
Zetagì (www.zetagi.it) is a
brand with longstanding experience in the formulation
and production of wood protection systems, a brand that
is inevitably associated to
“Holzfreund”, a water-based
product line specifically conceived for the protection and
finishing of windows, frames
and wood items.
The Holzfreund water-based
range includes stains, base
coats and top coats with
high protection capacity, in a
wide range of types and colors, featuring low environmental impact and meeting
the most diverse visual impact and technical-application requirements.
The success and positioning
of “Holzfreund” in the window
protection market are the re-

sult not only of great attention
to product quality and the priority to research aimed at the
evolution of production in
terms of environmental impact, but also to the full
awareness that market success comes from products
with performance that is
strictly related to the specific features of items, their
protection and their durability. In this respect, searching
for new solutions and materials to preserve and extend
the duration of protection
and to enhance the beauty of
windows – as well as to provide window manufacturers
and showrooms with an effective product and tangible
reasons to buy it – Zetagì has
developed a kit of products
for windows.

The new “Kit evergreen”
can be considered as a sort
of “wellness package” for
wood windows. The kit includes products and tools to
keep windows always beautiful and in perfect shape.
Zetagì knows the excellent
protective and visual value of
“Holzfreund” products, and
the new “Kit evergreen” aims
at adding value and durability to such features, or in
other words, to prevent any
possible form of wear or deterioration of windows.
The kit includes three products and three tools-accessories.
The first product, “Bi-clean”,
is a neutral water-based
cleaning agent for wood and
glass, an innovative and
unique spray to clean the inside and outside of wood
structures and simultaneously the glazing of windows. It is particularly suitable for wood treated with
water-based paints.
The special formulation allows to remove dust and dirt
deposited on wood and
glass surfaces over time.
With “Bi-clean”, it is no longer
necessary to clean wood
parts first and then repeat the
operation on glass; you don’t
even have to pay special attention to prevent the wood
product from getting in touch
with glass and vice versa.
As a result, cleaning is more
effective, faster and easier,

as it is made with just one
product.
The removal of dirt and
cleansing agent is simpler
using the microfiber cloth
included in the kit.
Once the window has been
cleaned, it is essential to revive the protection, using
the second product included
in the kit, “Re-vive”. This is
another spray with active ingredients that can revive
and regenerate the paint
film’s protective shield, lending new life and brightness to
the wood substrate and creating a barrier that preserves
the window from possible
damage caused by exogenous agents. After spraying, “Re-vive” can be evenly spread across the surface with the special microfiber cloth.
If a window has spots or areas deteriorated by exposure, the “Kit evergreen” includes an abrasive sponge,
a brush and a can of waterbased paint “Ri-nova” for
re-touching operations. ■
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BASSO LEGNAMI

CLEAF

THE SPECIALISTS OF OKOUMÉ AND

“NADIR” AND “YOSEMITE” DECORS

In recent years, laminar wood for doors and windows has appealed to the users’ attention offering
technical quality, easy processing and economic
benefits.
Basso Legnami has been one of the first companies in Italy to develop industrialized processing
of laminar wood ensuring the highest quality
standards certified thanks to constant investments in technology and acquired experience.
With laminar wood you can produce doors and windows with high insulation capacity, for it's the wood itself to
provide this important feature; in
addition it is a recyclable material, the environmental-friendly material by excellence,
sourced from certified forests all
over the world.
Combining modern technology
with the natural features of wood
and great professionalism of
our technicians we can normally produce the most
used wood types such as: Okoumé, Oak, Slavonia, American Oak, Ash, Ozigo, Fir, Pine, Larch,
Chestnut and other wood species upon request,
all certified by Catas.
All laminar wood produced by Basso Legnami for
doors and windows are made of three or four layers with full-strips glued using Pu glue (polyurethane)
that ensures long-lasting performance also in the
most difficult environments. Main size cuts are: mm
63 x76/86/96/129, mm 73x76/86/96/120, mm
85x76/86/96/120; other options are available upon
request. The company sells also finger-jointed products made of Pine, Fir and Larch. ■
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Founded in 1975
to sell particleboard on demand,
today Cleaf (www.
cleaf.it) is a player
with total control on
the entire manufacturing chain of
panels for interior
design.
With unique plants
at the leading edge
of innovation and
advanced custom
methods tailored to
specific customer
requirements, Cleaf
boasts an exclusive, versatile and
essential know-how
for this industry,
ranging from lamination to sawing,
from edgebanding to recent digital printing, up to
thin melamine-faced panels for doors.
The new “Nadir” decor features a geometric texture with square patterns.
An intersection of lines and volumes conveys an
image of formal and contemporary severity, while
surprising for its unusual creativity. Sophisticated
style strikes with its multi-sensorial effect that lends
three-dimensional visual depth to the surface.
Innovation mainly lies in the sheet metal engraved design, which is transferred to the panel
to achieve a deeper structure compared to traditional melamine-faced surfaces, creating a pleasant look and touch.
The “Yosemite” decor surface captures the language of nature and offers its best expressions in
the signs and sensations of elements. As a result
of a peculiar machining technique, the material feels
smooth and polished to touch, while acquiring a
new and distinctive three-dimensional aspect.
Light reflections enhance the dynamic surface that
shows the grain pattern and movement through a
sensorial game involving touch and sight. ■

FANTONI

OMNIAKOLL

THE NEW TRENDS AT MADE AND SICAM

HI-GLOSS EDGE POLISHING

Dual presence very significant for Fantoni (www.fantoni.it) at Sicam Pordenone and Made in Milan, which
this year has several new features of the main divisions. The activities of the Research Centre continues as usual on several fronts by developing from
one side new manufacturing technologies for panels and finishes, and parallel improving technical performances of products and eco-friendly materials.
An effort animated by the goal of responding to a furniture and building market more and more sensitive
to issues of sustainability and healthy living.
A range expanded by new ideas, innovative
trends developed by a team of young researchers
open to fashion trends and design.
Definite spot colors for doors, from
purple to green, in addition to the
timeless colors white and shades
of natural grounds, complementary to the furnishing ideas shown at
the “Salone del Mobile”.
Particularly interesting are the
strong solutions designed for small
furnishings: impact decors, with
very structured veins designed to
give character to the rooms without weighing it down. And here
emerges the antiqued wood with
his soul lived, the knot in the wood
becomes prominent, thereby making dark joints. The decorative developed for the most important
home furnishings, such as the
kitchen or the bedroom, achieve instead warm wood colors that touch
warm gray and taupe, plain and
simple, and convey warmth and security.
The versatility of the Fantoni Group can offer the same
decorative both for laminate and faced panels, providing the furniture important areas of research on
which to base future strategies.
In the laminated field three new finishes enrich the
range of Fantoni world: the horizontal and vertical
“3Deep”, making it even more likely the depth of the
grain and the “Kinetic”, family ruled as ash and elm
which gives three-dimensionality. ■
Sicam, hall 7 - stand A9.
Made, hall 9 - stand D21/E30.

Riepe, a German company with undisputed leadership in systems and fluids designed to improve
quality and productivity of edgebanding machines, has developed an automatic system for HiGloss edge polishing, resulting from several years
of research in collaboration with the major suppliers of edgebanding systems and edges worldwide.
This unique innovative process is now available on
the market to polish the rounded faces of Hi-Gloss
edges, which appear opaque when they come out
of the rounding units. To polish the edge, the
process involves several elements that deliver the
desired result only if they are all set and operating
according to Riepe’s specifications. These elements
include: polishing wax, special edge-scraping
knives, different types of brushes and specific
cleansing agents. The final result is an edge with
an identical glossy finish both on the front and on
the rounded portion.
Riepe’s sales and technical partner in Italy is Omniakoll based in Pesaro (www.omniakoll.com). Omniakoll is well known and appreciated in Italy and
around the world as a consulting partner, helping
increase productivity through the solutions of
Riepe and other methods. The company managers
will be available for more information and details
about this application at their stand at Sicam in Pordenone, or just contact the Pesaro offices. ■

Sicam, hall 8 - Stand C24.
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ICA AND THE “ARBOREA SUN” PROJECT

Florida’s hot and humid climate and the Arizona
desert to test the resistance of products: Ica Industria
chimica adriatica (www.icaspa.com) – a group
based in Civitanova Marche (Macerata), among the
European leaders in the production and sales of special wood coatings – launched the “Arborea Sun”
project in 2010 to analyze the performance of water-based paints for outdoor applications, in collaboration with the technology partner Q-Lab, a registered laboratory for material durability testing, created in 1956 in the United States in Ohio, with operations in Germany, Great Britain and China.
The products used in guaranteed painting cycles have
been studied, tested and improved for over a decade
in Ica's research and development laboratory.
In this way, it was possible to
check the resistance of products, ensuring a durability
above 10 years.
Tested and guaranteed cycles include the coatings of
lines “Plus” and “Nanotech”.
The tests that have generated
the corresponding reports
concerned natural ageing
processes linked to exposition
to weather agents like sun
and water, and accelerated
testing processes based on a
patented system by Q-Lab.
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As to the first process, in the Q-Lab station
at Homestead in Florida, the performance
of Ica coatings were tested under hot-humid climate conditions.
The quantity of energy produced by solar
radiation (6588 Mj/m2) and the relative humidity percentage (70%) in this location
give an idea of the test severity and the significant stress undergone by the painted
wood sample.
The effectiveness of painting cycles was
checked also in conditions of high exposure,
testing the products in the Arizona desert
where solar exposition is approximately 20
percent stronger than in Florida.
Here, the hot-dry climate is characterized
by intense sunlight, very high temperature up to 46
°C in summer, little rain and very low humidity.
In one year, the average energy projected by sun
rays onto a sample is 8000 Mj/m2.
Sheer heat variations between day and night generate heavy stress on the wood substrate and the
coating film.
Ica also introduced an accelerated ageing program
called “Q-Trac Natural Sunlight Concentrator”.
This method concentrates sun rays onto the tested panel by means of a set of mirrors. As a result,
natural focused sunlight generates heavy stress on
the coating film of the samples.
During the day, a mechanism rotates the sample so
that it is always subjected to maximum exposure.

“NATURAL MATTER” BY MY LAB:
PREVIEW AT SICAM
At Sicam in Pordenone, Ica Group will preview
the line of dyes “Natural Matter” by My Lab.
The line includes 15 new colors that perfectly fit into the current trend of modern furniture,
increasingly focused on the enhancement of
the natural beauty and texture of wood. “Natural Matter” dyes are inspired to the colors of
cereals and spices, from barley to emmer, from
cinnamon to ginger.
From dusk to dawn, the sample is submitted to humidification by means of a programmed spraying
process. The test is stressing, not only for the involved
energy, but also for the humidity produced artificially.
The test in Arizona basically combines the typical
speed of an accelerated test to the reliability of a
full spectrum of natural sunlight.
If you analyze the involved solar energy in detail,
you can state that a six-month cycle with “Q-Trac”
in Arizona equals five years of natural exposure
in Italy.
For over two decades Ica has been developing water-based products for outdoors, with longstanding
experience acquired in the field, which enables the
company to select the most suitable raw materials
and formulations for each application.
Outdoor ageing tests are complemented by internal laboratory tests that offer essential information
within relatively short time frames.
Ever since the first water-based coatings formulated
in the late 1980’s, Ica’s research and development
laboratories have carried out outdoor durability testing on a regular basis.
Since 1996, the chemical-physical department at
the Civitanova Marche laboratories has been performing also artificial ageing tests internally (Quv).

These dyes are designed for applications on
selected wood species such as knotty oak,
which highlight the natural grain of wood. To
preserve the natural effect, these new dyes can
be covered with a “Naturwood” water-based
topcoat, to protect the surface without modifying its material texture.
The “Natural Matter” color shades expand the
proven My Lab system that allows to create
unique combinations with the 70 metal finishes of the “Liquid Metals” line.
www.icaspa.com - www.italiancoatings.com

Collaboration with qualified partners and laboratory
research are the best evidence of Ica’s commitment
and the reliability of their products.
Their durability is guaranteed with reference to current technology standards and by the results of multiple ageing tests.
Constant evolution of raw materials and recipes
must be combined with the decision to guarantee
products for durability periods that were unthink-

able until few years ago, but still realistic. A serious approach to customers does not mean you
have to promise everlasting durability, but provide
advanced products that deliver the best performance levels that can be actually achieved.

Sicam, hall 2 - stand A44/B45.

Besides Q-Lab, Ica also collaborates with other external laboratories, including Catas (Italy), Wki and
Ift Rosenheim (Germany). ■
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THREE ACES
FOR BELLOTTI
At the upcoming Made expo
exhibition in Milan, Bellotti
(www.bellottispa.com) will
introduce three product lines
conceived for different applications.
“LariStone” is a range of
special decorating panels
with wood substrates (you
can choose between plywood and composites according to your needs), laminated with real natural stone
veneer.
It represents the ideal solution for those who are looking for a natural, real and
modern look. In detail, it offers light weight, as a result
of the wood substrate and
the thin stone veneer, heat
insulation, visual beauty
and natural touch. The
range includes several
types and colors of natural

stone. As the “veneer” is
real stone, each panel has
unique texture and shades.
Applications in the furniture industry are countless
– walls, doors, countertops,
floorings, bathroom – and
the product is also much
appreciated for interior decorations of yachts and
boats.
The wood used by Bellotti
comes from certified and
sustainable forests, assembled using lowformaldehyde glues. Besides choosing the type of
stone and substrate, the
customer can request specific machining operations.
The new “Laripan® Bio”
panels by Bellotti are totally bio-products, based on
two different natural inserts,
biological and recyclable,
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that combine high-tech content and environmental care:
wood fiber and rock wool.
“Laripan® Bio” panels perform three different functions with one installation:
covering, contributing to
the strengthening and stiffening of the supporting
structure; insulation, guaranteed by natural and biocompatible inserts; and finishing, with a rich variety of
materials and wood species
available for customization.
The wood fiber version features and heat-and-sound
proofing insert made of
wood fiber covered with a
layer of paraffin and assembled by cold process,
using very little glue and
achieving excellent soundproofing values and heat
insulation for the roof system.
Rock wool “Laripan® Bio”
has a rock wool heat-andsound proofing insert consisting of two layers with different density (190/90
kg/m3), combustion-proof
and perfectly stable in humid conditions. All panel are
supplied in thicknesses that
meet the requirements of
law 311 and 55 percent tax
reductions for energy-saving building renovation in
different climate areas.

“Larideck®” is a product
range designed to meet all
outdoor flooring needs.
Made of first-quality materials, the wood comes exclusively from controlled plantations or areas subject to reforestation programs.
It can be easily laid on any
base and quickly and effortlessly removed. On its four
sides it is profiled by wood
planks, screw driven to a
polypropylene support. Modules can be joined by simply
mortising the gratings.
Two laying systems modify
the aesthetic aspect of the
floor: “ship deck” (with one
laying direction only) and
“chessboard” (obtained by
crossing single gratings in
an orthogonal way).
A perfect solution to set off
any kind of outdoor environment – pool edges, garden paths, gazeboes, terraces, porches – it fits excellently in saunas and public spaces of fitness and
wellness centers, as well as
spas and bathing establishments.
“Larideck®” is available in
different species, including
Teak, Iroko, Mahogany
Sapelli and natural Cork
“Bio”. ■
Made, hall 4 - stand E11.

A STRATEGY “MADE IN BRIANZA”:
INNOVATION DEFEATS CRISIS
The courage to invest in new product research and development,
as well as new production premises and technology, is the secret
of Camar’s success. The company has responded to market challenges
with a mixture of successful ideas and high automation.
High automation, innovation, capacity to make significant investments during the crisis. These are three
distinctive features of Camar, based in Figino
Serenza (Como), specializing in the production of
functional hardware, technical items and fastening
systems for furniture. And we admit we were really
amazed when we visited it a few weeks ago. We
found a perfect organization from every point of view,
with impressive equipment, leading-edge technology, much evidence of the continuous investments
decided and implemented by the owners. A demonstration of managing skills and real passion for your
own enterprise, which we had not seen for a while...
Established in 1960 by Carlo Cattaneo, Camar is
a family-owned company with 125 employees, 127
million Euro turnover in 2011,
equally distributed among
four product categories: hanging brackets and shelf supports, levellers, plinth legs,
table legs and, more recently, brackets for suspended furniture. Export is essential,
Stefano Canali.
with a 75 percent share.

The Figino Serenza premises cover just below 50
thousand square meters, a sort of small village, perfectly organized, including a new 5,500-square-meter building for the brand new sophisticated intensive warehouse. The research and development
laboratory is very active, with 15 researchers and
engineers committed to the definition of new concepts and the execution of product tests.
With the typical process of Brianza’s entrepreneurial tradition, the company was
born out of intuition, combining experience
in the mechanical industry with the requirements of an emerging furniture industry.
That’s the origin of the production of kitchen
furniture hardware, followed later on by the
first prototypes of plinth legs of metal and
plastic, hanging brackets and shelf supports, cabinet levellers and, most recently,
hanging systems for suspended furniture,
a recent trend in international design, as well
as table legs. Camar develops specific hardware, transferring know-how from the kitchen
to living rooms and bedrooms.
The company’s figures are impressive,
with a catalog of 15 thousand product
codes approximately and thirty new codes
each week, ranging from all-new systems

The Camar
headquarters.

The Cattaneo family.
From left, Marco,
Carlo and Franco.
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The test laboratory.

to a leg variant with a different length or color. It's
a business where research, design customer focus
and industrial skills are perfectly matched for top
effectiveness. What’s the secret? We asked Marco Cattaneo, co-owner of the family-run company together with brother Franco and father Carlo,
and Stefano Canali, general manager.
Mr. Cattaneo, you keep investing in these years of
crisis...
“… let me go on: it’s crazy. But my father doesn’t
care for any crisis: he want to go on, always, and
thanks God, we can do it. It doesn’t mean Camar
has not been impacted by the crisis, that came suddenly, after a record turnover in July 2008. We improved in some foreign markets and never gave up;
on the contrary, we focused even more on innovation, to expand our availability to customers and
to understand their needs and requirements better, so that we could provide them with the most suitable, tailor-made product”.
Camar represents the Brianza that has never surrendered or given up...
“The Cattaneo family – says Stefano Canali – had the
strength and determination to study new industrial
projects and to deploy the necessary investments
with great courage. In our laboratories, there are people who dedicate themselves to the research and
A picture
of the hanging
brackets for base
furniture that
conveys a clear
message.

design of new products and new solutions; when they
develop a project they consider valid, they make prototypes, make verifications, study manufacturing
processes... it's a real model activity, an example of
a company managed efficiently, where everyone
knows their job and do it well”.
Mr. Canali, how do you develop a new product such
as your hanging brackets?
“Hints may come from our research laboratory and
from specific customer requests, sometimes handled through exclusive agreements. But consider
that the study of a new product mainly depends on
the capacity to anticipate the developments of fashion, trends, such as our hanging brackets for suspended furniture, which allow to hang traditional
cabinets up on the wall, but also pieces of furniture
that were traditionally placed on the floor. We had
been thinking for a while about this project and we
got the time-to-market perfectly right, when our customers were looking for these specific solutions. On
the international design scenario, when we saw the
first samples of hanging furniture, we guessed a
new demand for different hardware was emerging.
Hanging up a base cabinet to a wall is not easy:
you have to comply with specific standards. We
have been able to solve the problem, even for furniture made of 16 mm thick particleboard!”
Who are your references in customer companies:
designers or production managers?
“We focus on function more than shape – Catta-
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Some pictures
of the production
department.

neo says – and normally our interface is the production manager. However, sometimes visual impact has a strong value, such as for table legs, so
design and architects come first. It’s different for
what we call "hidden hardware", where the only constraints are dimensions and performance”.
Your catalog includes tens of thousands of items
made of aluminum, plastic, zamac, steel... all materials you handle daily...
”Plastic comes in granules, sheet metal in coils, zamac in ingots, aluminum in profiled bars”, Canali
says. “We process a lot of material, not to say all
of it, in house. We have a wide range of expertise,
from wood to casting, essential for a production that
cannot do without advanced automation. Knowing
every aspect of the elements we will assemble and
their specific function, we can create assembling
and packaging equipment that ensures high productivity and, consequently, great competitiveness.
We manufacture the molds for prototypes also internally. Prototyping is an internal process: when
we design an item, we perfectly know what the mold
and the assembling equipment will look like, and
we often design and build them internally.
The automated warehouse supports the entire
process management: when an order is put into the
system, all necessary information is generated, from
the mold to the automatic identification of the day
of arrival of the freight agent.
Accurate control even for minor stages is essential: we process 4.5 tons of plastic each day, with
a continuous injection molding process using 65
automatic machines assisted by three operators
only. Each and every finished parts is controlled,
100 percent, not just samples”.

customers, especially from abroad, have tried different roads, but then they came back to us, as they
experienced that price rather than quality doesn't always bring benefits. And we gave our contribution,
reducing margins to be even more competitive".
Can research and innovation stimulate responses
to new needs?
“I would call this attention and proximity to customers, the ability to understand requirements and
solve different needs. Many see Camar as a producer of “hanging stuff”, but that’s not true, just think
of all safety issues related to hanging elements,
that’s something our customers are careful about.
We also try to meet the needs of retail, offering different products and a marketing mix based on innovation, product, service, price, quality and so on,
always customized to customer requirements”.
Mr. Canali, what about the future? What’s expecting your products? Which developments are possible?
“We have a drawer full of ideas to develop; with a
positive climate in the company and owners that
offer the possibility to work with high standards, we
are confident that many of these projects will help
us preserve our leadership in the international market. Customers appreciate what we do, because
we do it well, with dedication and passion. So we
are optimistic, but I am not going to unveil Camar’s
future products!”.
by Luca Rossetti ■

in collaboration with Olivia Rabbi

Sicam, hall 7 - stand B10.

The plastic
department.

Hardware, especially when design is less relevant,
is more exposed to competition and mass production. How do you respond?
“Competition exists, but that’s not the first worry of
our company”, Marco Cattaneo replies. “Some big
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“QUALITY AND INNOVATION AT THE RIGHT PRICE”

GIPLAST’S SUCCESSFUL FORMULA
Giuseppe Marozzi, general manager of the company specializing in ABS
edges and based in Giulianova (Teramo), has a clear idea:
to stick to their "vocation” and always look for new solutions.
Giuseppe
Marozzi.

“We are going rather well. Our market is responding to our initiatives. Maybe we are a bit selfish because we always look at our "garden", but we cannot really complain. In the past years, as soon as
we perceived that difficult times
were coming, we immediately revolutionized the company. A real
renovation of some production
processes. A tough choice, in a
very difficult period, but this has allowed us to “restart” earlier than
many other companies. Despite the serious crisis
weakening the market, in 2012 we expect to increase
our turnover by 15 percent compared to 2011”.
Giuseppe Marozzi, general manager of Giplast
Group, suggests that the situation has changed. For
pity’s sake, it’s not all roses, but having re-balanced
the whole business towards new landscapes has
given good results. The recent past has been tough:
“We have suffered in two markets that are very important for us, which together represent one third
of our turnover. In Romania we closed the relationship with a reseller and we opened a warehouse,
a choice we have made to work with increasing commitment in a market that is vital for us and that has
already provided us with great satisfaction, with a
turnover close to one million Euros in 2012.
In Russia we have paid the crisis of Abs: the price
of raw material skyrocketed and in this market, as
well as in other markets where quality is not the first
element, demand of Abs edges collapsed to the
benefit of Pvc, a product that we do not want to pro-
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mote any longer. Also in this case we have re-organized our company establishing a closer relationship with new resellers and we are recovering”.
Today Giplast Group exports 40 percent of its production, mainly to France, the United Kingdom, Spain,
Eastern Europe, with several positive experiences
in Poland, Serbia, and the Mediterranean Basin.
“For us the Italian market has grown significantly,
even 30 percent more compared to a couple of
years ago”, said Marozzi. “Providing companies with
services has always been our mission. In Italy this
element is strongly recognized and companies appreciate our commitment in support of their markets.
We have worked with great passion and humility and
we have become the reference point for several customers, and not just small or occasional suppliers.
With Extra-Glossy Edge, trust towards our company
has increased, and people recognized our great

DEEP EDGE

capacity to innovate and industrialize important
products. Dealing with all the cycle, from raw material to the packaging of the finished edge, we can
carry out specific operations at any stage in order
to obtain the best results”.
“Innovation is a very important chapter”, continues
Marozzi. “With a basically “simple" product, to have
important results you need to focus on the production
technique and on aesthetical as well as functional
results. I talked about the extra-polished edge, which
we have turned into a “standard" product.
It is not easy to be small entrepreneurs and innovators, we succeed in doing it because we have
the experience and willfulness, we are a small business where research and production are a single
thing, the two sides of the same medal.
Maybe in our industry there are not so many things
to invent, but there is certainly much to do to improve. In Giplast we have improved in-house
processes and production modes, so as to limit production costs.
In any case our customers can always count on
maximum availability: we follow trends and fashion as to finishing and colors. We are not only technicians but we are also artists, otherwise we could
not reach these results. Just think that every year
we produce about 800 different wood dyes”.

To complete our product range we have
created this new line of edges made of
Pmma with extra-glossy or opaque effect,
in different solid colors or two colors. The
production started few weeks ago, but we
are already planning to increase it considering the high number of orders.

LASER EDGE
The future of Giplast will be strongly focused on
laser edge, “... another product on which we have
focused our research, and that we propose in the
"industrialized" version during Sicam. An edge for
this new application technology that will be produced with industrial criteria.
I am personally convinced that it is a process that
will have huge success and in which we have invested a lot. Until today we have thought about a
“laser” solution for small production batches, a sort
of élite product.
On the contrary, I am convinced that with this technology we will process at least 50 percent of all the
edges because it offers several benefits to the furniture industry: improved sealing performance, better finishing quality, clean application, easier management of the whole edging process without side
effects.
We can say that the problem of glue passes from
furniture manufacturers to edge manufacturing companies: we will apply a polyolefin glue on our edges
with a functional process that will make them userfriendly, cost-effective and industrialized.
Research and implementation were possible also
thanks to several tests and important cooperation
with technology providers. We have made a good
job for a solution suitable for any kind of machinery. A “basic” product with excellent physical-mechanical, aesthetical and performance features if
compared with the best Abs edge applied with standard glue”.
“I am optimistic about the future – Marozzi concludes – because I believe that all companies have
the skills to move on: everything depends on resolution and willfulness that a management expresses while searching for innovative solutions and
new reference markets. We pay attention at our market, we do not forget our strengths and our real possibilities”. (l.r.) ■
Sicam, hall 5 - stand B8.
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ROMEA LEGNAMI

OMR

QUALITY AND CERTIFIED WOOD

LOCKS FOR MANY INDUSTRIAL AREAS

Romea Legnami spa (www.romealegnami.com), located in the north-east of Italy, about 15 km from
Venice, offers the experience of businessmen involved in the wood industry since three generations,
after many years of business in international markets they have emerged as the undisputed leader
in providing exotic and european timber due to the
quality standards provided, the flexibility and the
speed in delivery of orders with complex dimensions.
Romea Legnami is part of Romea Venice group,
which includes three other factories in Italy: in
Venice, Bologna and Udine, besides a considerable number of distribution yards worldwide.
These companies provide solid wood in various forms: from the
poles to the beams,
from planks to the elements cut to size, strips
to produce frames, dimensions and top layers for floorings, all in
different species of european and exotic
hardwoods, from the
most traditional like
White Oak to those
most rare like Ebony, Rosewood and Zebrano.
Romea Legnami is a dynamic company, able to
stand their ground with ever-changing markets, always offering to their customers solutions for
every type of product to be made, also with a special care to the environment and sustainability of resources, infact, in addition to the quality control for
the timber purchased, they also give preference to
sourcing material originating from certified forests,
so the company is proud to have the Fsc certification
(mainly for White Oak and Beechwood). ■

Since over 50 years, Omr
(www.omrserrature.it) successfully designs and manufactures locks in a variety of
industrial areas.
The company manages to
keep competitive prices
thanks to its continuous investments in high technology machines and equipment and at the same time
directs a steady attention to innovations and to the
several requests set out by the market.
The particular attention given to quality has always
characterized the company, which proudly shows off
a complete “made in Italy” production, in its Borgaro Torinese (Turin) plants. This allows Omr to work
counting on really quick delivery times.
One of the company's strong points is the possibility to manufacture custom-cut products to cope with
specific needs of the client, accompanying him every
step of the way throughout the choice of the characteristics and of the design.
Omr also has a wide range of products, specific for
the furniture field, which are able to satisfy the most
demanding customers with their esthetic qualities,
the particular care put into details and the wide choice
of finishes. This range of products is characterized
by a removable rotor, which facilitates the combination replacement without having to change the lock,
as well by the possibility to play with finishes, which
allows for great versatility and the possibility to adapt
to the furniture's designs. ■

Made, hall 9 - stand P22.
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Product and process innovation,
low environmental impact,
tailor-made customization,
research. What makes
the difference – and Sayerlack
proves it – is reliable service
targeted at manufacturers,
in a constantly evolving market…

PAINTS: “ECO” IS NOT ENOUGH
WITHOUT CUSTOMER SERVICE
A range of eco-friendly and performing products
and a very active distribution network operating in
Italy and abroad are not enough to be competitive.
Today the secret is to provide the customer with an
all-round service, from quick and customized delivery to the creation of a real training school and
updating on recent product and process innovations. This is the goal of Sayerlack, with headquarters and production facility in Pianoro, Bologna,
one of the leading European manufacturers of wood
paints for doors and windows, furniture items, joineries, frames, musical instruments, parquet floorings,
shipyards, constructions, outdoor structures, garden furniture, from craftsmen to big companies, with
a foray in the industry of paints for plastics in the
name of production differentiation.
With production sites located in Pianoro (Bologna),
Mariano Comense (Como) and Meduna di Livenza
(Treviso), subsidiaries in Molfetta (Bari) and San Giovanni al Natisone (Udine), warehouses all over Italy

The Pianoro site.

Alessandro Pirotta.

and a sales network on a global scale, Sayerlack started to make its first steps in 1954; in 1987 it entered
the Hickson International Group, becoming Hickson
Coatings in 1993. In July 2000, Hickson International
was taken over by Arch Chemicals and Sayerlack became in this way the core of Arch Coatings. In 2010
The Sherwin-Williams Company – the third group in
the world in the production of paints and the first group
in Europe – took over Sayerlack from Arch Chemicals,
a milestone which ensured the company the leadership in the wood paint industry.
A global vision that boosts product innovation,
developed in Research and Development laboratories which employ chemical researchers, anSeptember-October 2012 XYLON INTERNATIONAL 73
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alysts and technicians for Italian headquarters in
Pianoro and Mariano and international centers in
France, Spain, United Kingdom and Singapore.
In Pianoro and Mariano facilities, there are around
325 employees; in particular, in Mariano the
company is focusing on machining processes of
Uv-dried products, special products for painting
frames and products for plastics.
The capacity to respond to market hints and developments, together with highly qualified customers among big “made in Italy” brands, has allowed Sayerlack to obtain positive results also in
recent years, with 2011 turnover reaching 110 million Euros (+10 percent as compared to 2010), and
an expected turnover of 115 million Euros for the
current year; only in Italy, in 2011 over 45 million
Euros were invoiced. Export reached 60 percent,
in Western Europe but also in Eastern Europe, Asia
and Australia.
Alessandro Pirotta joined Sayerlack in 2003, after a long professional experience in the industry,
and now he is the general director of the company; his point of view allows us not only to tell the story of an industrial organization but also to understand its next evolution.
Mr. Pirotta, how has the industry changed in the last
decades?
“First of all, the approach to the market has represented the main change. The change has been
radical, just think that the market has grown in Italy
- despite the crisis - as well as abroad. In Italy, for
example, the market niche of small and medium
customers dealing with private individuals was missing, and since we operate in the national market with
over one thousand resellers, this year, we are feeling the crisis on this distribution channel, as our resellers do, also due to a high financial risk".
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Users have changed but also the product has significantly changed…
“In the years before the crisis the main goal was productivity, today we need a product that ensures the
same performance levels as before, but with a highvalue customer service allowing to meet the different
production organization requirements based on orders to be processed as quick as possible.
For us, this means to be extremely reactive and
proactive, helping customers be more competitive
in the market. Our research is focused on the solution and proposal of painting cycles which can
appeal to potential customers: this year we have proposed a water-based product which resists coffee
stains, which completes the range of antimicrobial
and fire-resistant products, as well as the painting
cycle with UV glossy water-based finishing. Innovation elements that do not always arouse interest
in the current market landscape, but that allow us
to sell our solutions abroad and be increasingly appreciated once the recovery will start".
Do these new products stem from market demand,
from direct contact of sales representatives with customers or from your laboratories?
“We can talk about a double track: some kinds of
products are developed to meet specific market requirements, some others are designed in laboratory, maybe according to rather obvious trends,
such as the comeback of pigmented solutions and
opaque and glossy lacquered materials that we
have been optimizing for three, four years.
I can say that, in our industry, offer is always defined by demand. In the furniture industry, for example, we record a cyclic trend from transparent
to lacquered solutions and then again transparent,
in different colors… a kind of swing, if you allow me
to use this definition, nothing but a sequence of alternating trends. Our peculiar role is to be raw ma-

terial providers, partners who support customers
in choosing the best possible solutions. We have
certified several painting cycles at internationally
recognized institutions in order to reassure the customers about constant performances and this allows our customers, furniture manufacturers, to differentiate and be more competitive. Also to have
a benefit in moments like this, pushing a demand
that is not always “available”, to use an euphemism”.

first company to launch water-based products for
outdoor and indoor applications, anticipating the
publication of the decree law 44/2004 about solvents released into the atmosphere. Since then we
have continued to propose more and more “ecofriendly” solutions. Today we have a line – for industrial use as well as "consumers" – with these features, although today the market is more willing to
look at the price rather than other elements...”

There are several kinds of finishing, such as papers,
that are conquering market shares that belonged
to paints. Is this a competition you are feeling?
“We are obviously attentive to everything that
happens and that is close to us, but paint maintains absolute leadership as to finishing, which
makes it still unbeatable today. In this market stage
there is an increasing competitiveness of products
substitute to paints which have found room mainly thanks to the price, but not quality”.

Could you tell something about the experience of
the “Sayerlack School”?
“The “Sayerlack School” is a technical training program that we offer to our customers, cooperators,
distributors and all the people operating in the wood
painting industry. Every month we promote specific
courses at different levels, on water-based products, for outdoor and indoor applications… also at
customers’ premises, professional specializing
schools or, just to make an example we are proud
of, communities such as San Patrignano”.

Mr. Pirotta, with paints we have seen the rise of
green strategies which have had significant impact
– even if necessary – on your job, on the concept
of competitiveness…
“Products are sold only if they have a value. In order to meet the sustainability demand, we have implemented the “Ecolabel” certified line, but I want
to say that Sayerlack was a pioneer and it was the

And what about the relationship with technology?
How much do the kind of application and the processing cycle influence your choices in the definition
of a paint?
“Our catalogue includes products suitable for
most equipment and plants, and we are aware that
painting lines can have different processes from one
customer to the other, from a market segment to the
other, form a support to the other… We talk about
“specialized cycles" and development of new tailor-made products: it's not mere chance that the
technological segment in which we still boost research. We cooperate with all equipment manufacturers for surface processing: our products are
constantly tested at their sites, before going to the
customer who will operate them daily. For us and
for technology providers it is vital to work together
to provide the customer with everything he needs”.
And what about the future? Are you optimistic?
“We look ahead to detect problems in advance, as
well as challenges waiting for us. We are not inclined to self-celebration and we prefer to keep the
concentration on the product and customer proximity. We are not scared of what could happen. The
results we have obtained up to now show that we
know how to do our job!".
by Luca Rossetti Luca ■
in collaboration with Olivia Rabbi
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focus on semifinished products and supplies

A GIANT IN BECOMING
TO BE MORE COMPETITIVE
Alpi Group keeps investing in human resources, production process
improvement and new market penetration. And they are proving
you can beat the crisis with the deployment of resources,
ideas and winning strategies.
A flair for the identification of new mar- there is Alpi Timber in Tunisia for the distribution of
kets and product innovation routes. wood and products made in the group’s African plants
Alpi Group, a pioneer and a leading and forest concessions.
actor in the multilaminar wood business, has always had these gifts. Dottor Mattioli, Alpi has undertaken a deep renovaThis still makes a difference in a glob- tion process in recent years.
al scenario characterized by the eco- “This is an essential change, because the competMatteo Mattioli.
nomic crisis, combined with an over- itive landscape has totally changed as traditional busiall reorganization, in culture first, and ness has become more and more difficult, while marthen in operations, to deploy all the resources that can ket demand can no longer be handled with batch prohelp increase the competitiveness of the world’s lead- duction, and contract is growing exponentially.
ing countries.
In this situation, Alpi, while preserving a “handicraft”
A recent step of this evolution was the arrival of a new approach to production, has been forced to revisit
sales manager, Matteo Mattioli. In the next few years, its market approach completely. Like many other comthe Alpi Group challenge will revolve around the bal- panies, in the past few years we have been driven
ance between Italian operations in Modigliana (For- by a market that was only focused on expanding prolì-Cesena), where the wood division Legno and the duction capacity rather than on efficiency; but now,
Linteco division are based, together with the veneer things have changed: efficiency in any business
distribution company Les, and African operations, with process and department is mandatory, and this renew production areas and the management of for- quirement must be reflected in the market apest concessions bringing valuable raw material for proach. Alpi’s reference market includes not only “maAlpi-branded products through the Alpicam Indus- ture” regions – Italy first, as well as Europe, the Unittries and Grumcam (in Cameroon) and Alpi C.I. (in ed States and Oceania – but also positive experiences
the Ivory Coast) companies, since the Seventies. Then in China and other “hot” markets. We have 20-year
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relationships with Brazil and Mexico, and extensive
operations in many regions which are bringing
great satisfaction".
Alpi products have always been addressed to the high
end of the market...
“Alpi has a “made in Italy” soul. In Modigliana we
design and create new color variants, patterns and
textures, products with very high quality that have
supported our leadership as suppliers to the automotive or yachting industry, just to mention a couple of examples: the top international brands are our
customers. This business has been combined
with production in Africa, where the company had
been sourcing raw material for decades, acquiring
veneer that help us address the entire world, starting from the developing countries, with a dual strategy to sell “made in Italy” products in the high end,
without neglecting successful products in the lower range. The new “Classic Woods” collection – that
grants access to the Alpi world also for a small joiner in Rio de Janeiro, with a dedicated website – is
an example of these new possibilities; an all-new
product family, based on African veneer from engineered wood manufactured in simple but highly
effective industrial operations. A more “standard”
product to meet the quality demands of developing countries at affordable prices".
Is this product range addressed to specific markets?
“We launched it specifically for emerging markets,
as we are aware of “cannibalization” risks when highend products are accessible to local manufacturers.
With its origins dating back to 1919 and industrialization in the Sixties and Seventies, Alpi has gathered
huge experience, extensive product know-how and
the capacity to develop technical aspects, such as
light fastness and low formaldehyde emissions; all
these elements still distinguish us from the
competition. There are markets where
competition around “average" products
is quite tough, because the main driver
is price. With “Classic Woods” we can
stand at the window, as we offer a product “patented by Alpi”, manufactured in
our African plants but still a synonym for
quality, which allows us to leverage the
price factor also in mature markets for
specific requests.
As to high-end products, we keep doing research and innovation: the “Atelier”

collection introduced at the latest Salone del Mobile
in Milan includes nine textures designed by our art
director Matteo Ragni, which are giving great satisfaction and some surprise. Indian customers have
tested this collection with unit price values much higher than standard veneer. So, once again, "made in
Italy" is perceived as an added value, an additional
option".
Top efficiency from all points of view: what will be the
final result?
“Inefficiency must be banned in all areas. The crisis
stresses the importance of a suitable sales organization also in rich markets, with a strong focus on
payment management and price negotiation aspects.
It is also essential to identify industries that were considered marginal until recently, because of small volumes, while today they are important, as you can sell
with higher margins. Alpi is changing its skin also as
an organization, upgrading its administrative structure as relates to controlling, with the deployment
of new professional roles and a “re-phasing” of all business processes. A big international consulting company is helping us redesign internal workflows and
the implementation of a new Erp system will help us
manage the "machine" more efficiently. We know that
it’s people who make the success of a company, while
technology can support its growth; so we decided
to re-organize the entire production system by consolidating the two Italian production sites under
one roof, with an overall revision of production operations and responsibility roles.
This process was promoted by our entrepreneur, Vittorio Alpi, who showed the strength and long-term
vision of the company”.
All of this to get ready for a more gratifying market
in the near future...
“All the improvements we can achieve, the developments we can pursue in our business, are challenges to be faced with our own resources, without
relying on external loans. It is undeniable that, one
way or another, if the company can afford it, this will
be the best way to intercept the recovery that will
come sooner or later. This crisis is forcing decisions:
you have to change, it’s a challenge for change. Today we are at a crossroads: if you don't make a decision, you are already late". ■
Sicam, hall 7 - stand E09.
Made, hall 9 - stand D10.
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il legno
è il nostro

divertimento

wood is our game
le bois est notre amusement
la madera es nuestra diversión

   

ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - Italia

viale Lombardia, 47 - 24020 Torre Boldone (Bg) - Italy
Tel. +39 035 364011 - Fax +39 035 346290
www.ormamacchine.it - comm@ormamacchine.it
ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - Russia

ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - France

ÔÓÂÁ‰ CÂÂ·ﬂÍÓ‚‡, 14
ÒÚÓÂÌËÂ 6, ÓÙ. 101 - 129343 MocÍ‚‡ (PoccËﬂ)
Mo· ÚÂÎ. 909 921 3561
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THE TREE HOUSE
It’s in Gallarate, in the British
College (www.britishcollege.com) garden, it’s the
first tree house installed in a
kindergarten in Italy.
Designed and built in compliance with strict stability
and safety standards by
“Sullalbero” (www.sullalbero.it), a company specializing in constructions mounted on or anchored to trees,
the house has two floors and
is completely made of wood,
using finishing materials selected according to the latest
bio-construction standards.
Besides resting on some
posts dug into the ground,
the house is hanging from
three “cedrus atlantica” trees
in the school garden, held by
special metal wires and slotted bands anchored to the
trunks with non-invasive systems, immovable and friendly to the trees.

The anchors have been developed in collaboration with
AgroEcoStudio (www.agroecostudio.it).
The tree house meets bioconstruction requirements
using all-natural materials.
The structure is Fsc-certified solid larch wood from
sustainable forests, treated
with non-toxic Sayerlack
paints, water-based stains
with wax components that
protect wood and make it
highly water-repellent, while
leaving its natural aspect
unchanged.
The house roof is made of
cork (“Corkpan” panels
manufactured by Tecnosugheri (www.tecnosugheri.it),
floorings and stairs are made
of “plasticwood©”, an innovative eco-friendly material
developed by the samenamed company based in

Veneto through “made in
Italy” research (www.plasticwood.it).
“Sullalbero” is a Lombardy
company with a team of expert architects, engineers
and carpenters. They manufacture sheds, playing platforms, relax platforms, fullfeatured living places inside
tree tops, addressing private customers and different
types of communities. They
can design and build simple
to complex constructions,
based on exclusive designs
specifically created for each
customer. The business concept originated from a father
who had built a tree shelter
when he was a child, and
wanted to provide his daughters with the same opportunity to feel his emotions. Davide Torreggiani, marketing
manager, founded the com-

pany in 2011 together with
Paolo Rattaro, a Milan-based
architect fond of naturefriendly design, and Antonino Brusamolin, owner of a
wood construction company
in Ferno (Varese) producing solid and laminar wood
structures with accurate assembling and mounting systems. The core team is supported by a few consultants:
the engineering office Santoro Baldi, designing and
certifying public and civil
structures, entrusted with the
structural calculation of projects; AgroEcoStudio (www.
agroecostudio.it), a team of
professionals involved in tree
analysis; Immagine Verde
(www.immagineverde.com),
specializing in the pruning of
high trees and maintenance
of green areas, in charge for
preparatory work on the
trees. ■
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WOOD, MACHINES AND FURNITURE:
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS

observatory

In this article we illustrate the export figures referred to the January-June
2012 period for machinery, wood and
furniture, by those countries identified
as major competitors worldwide. Export
trend of woodworking machinery,
over the period, shows Germany as the
protagonist, closing the period with 854
million euros exported and a positive

change of 8.4 percent; Italy follows with
563 million euros and an increase of 3.5
percentage points. Chinese exports on
the rise in the wood industry, closing the
first half of 2012 at 4,824 million euros
and an increase of 31.3 percent; in second place ranks Canada with 3,863 million euros, plus 18.7 percent on the
same period in 2011. Positive also the

export trend in the furniture industry
with China always in highlight position;
the Asian giant exported furniture
worldwide during the first six months of
this year for 7.8 billions euro with a percentage increase of 31.4 points; Italy
was the second largest supplier with
2.2 billions euro with an increase of plus
9.2 percent on 2011. ■

WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT (January-June 2012), (figures in Mio Euro)
Exporters
Germany
Italy
China
Taiwan
Austria

2012
854.5
562.8
302.0
235.1
157.5

Var. % 12/11
8.4
3.5
14.2
4.9
12.1

Source: Intracen, codes Nc 846510, 846591, 846592, 846593, 846594, 846595, 846596, 846599,
846692, 84793.

WOOD EXPORT* (January-June 2012), (figures in Mio Euro)
Exporters
China
Canada
Germany
Usa
Austria

2012
4,828.4
3,863.2
3,484.4
3,191.4
2,022.4

Var. % 12/11
31.3
18.7
5.0
13.0
2.8

Source: Intracen, codes Nc 4401-21, 4501-04, 4601.
* logs, sawnwood, panels.

WOOD FURNITURE EXPORT (January-June 2012), (figures in Mio Euro)
Exporters
China
Italy
Germany
Poland
Malaysia

2012
7,881.1
2,232.5
1,931.3
1,631.3
824.8

Var. % 12/11
31.4
9.2
10.3
4.5
28.1

Source: Intracen codes Nc 940150, 940151, 940159, 940161, 940169, 940330, 940340, 940350,
940360, 940380, 940381, 940389

* Estimate
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FOCUS ON BELARUS
GENERAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS
2009

The Belarusian economy, despite the positive rates of growth,
points out a progressive slowdown
caused by the withdrawal of some
measures of fiscal and monetary
policy to support consumptions.
Consequently − to hold the critical situation caused by the economic crisis − the government is
trying to reduce costs of public
spending and to adopt a flexible
exchange rate.
Between 2011 and 2012 inflation
reached very high peaks related to
the expansionary monetary policies
adopted by the government.
The growing trend has led to the
consequent devaluation of the
ruble triggering the rise in prices for
imported products.
The forecasts for the average annual rate report a progressive decrease from this year, but still remaining at a high level.
The forecasts for global economic growth of the country appear
moderately positive, thanks to the
recovery in exports helped by the
depreciation of the currency and
the customs union with Russia
and Kazakhstan. ■

2010

Gdp
(constant prices, % var.)
0.1
Gdp per capita (Us dollars) 5,179
Inflation (% var.)
12.9
Export volume of goods
and services (% var.)
-10.3
Unemployment
(% over the labour force)
0.9
Population (million people)
9.5
Source: Imf (International monetary fund).

2011

2012*

7.5
5,771
7.7

4.9
6,118
40.9

1.2
6,940
35.4

5.5

29.5

4.6

0.7
9.5

0.7
9.4

0.7
9.4

*estimate

MACHINERY IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio Euro)
Export
Import

2009
6.4
31.4

2010
5.9
87.1

2011
6.4
80.8

Var. % 11/10
8.5
-7.2

2011
388.5
140.6

Var. % 11/10
22.9
11.6

Source: Intracen.

WOOD IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio Euro)
Export
Import

2009
208.9
92.1

2010
315.9
125.9

Source: Intracen.

WOODEN FURNITURE IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio Euro)
Export
Import

2009
139.9
14.5

2010
171.8
20.2

2011
195.5
22.6

Var. % 11/10
13.8
11.8

Source: Intracen.
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FAIRS

OCTOBER
13-17 October
Intermob
www.tuyap.com.fr
• Istenbul (Turkey)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
13-17 October
Wood processing machinery
www.tuyap.com.fr
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies
17-20 October
Sicam
www.exposicam.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
17-20 October
Made Expo
www.madeexpo.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
18-19 October
Sibo
www.sibo.ca
• Laval (Canada)
Woodworking technologies

22-26 October
Lesdrevmash
www.lesdrevmash-expo.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
23-25 October
World Festival of Interiors
www.insidefestival.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
23-27 October
Orgatec
www.orgatec.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
25-27 October
Fenafor
www.fenafor.com
• Lima (Perù)

NOVEMBER
19-23 November
Zow Moscow
www.zow.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
21-23 November
Tokyo woodworking machinery
www.mmjp.or.jp/nichimoku
• Tokyo (Japan)
Woodworking technologies
21-24 November
Fimap
www.fimap.exponor.pt
• Porto (Portugal)
Woodworking technologies
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21-24 November
Ferralia
www.ferralia.exponor.pt
• Porto (Portugal)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
23 November - 2 December
Salon Habitat
www.salonhabitat.be
• Liegi (Belgium)
Constructing and architecture

DECEMBER
21-24 December
Burmawood
www.myanmar-expo.com
• Yangoon (Myanmar)
Woodworking technologies

JANUARY 2013
14-19 January
Bau
www.bau-muenchen.com
• Munich (Germany)
Constructing and architecture
14-20 January
Imm Cologne
www.imm-cologne.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
14-20 January
Living Kitchen
The international kitchen show
www.livingkitchen-cologne.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

wood

working

tools

Suitable solutions
to your requirements...
also complicated!

Aliprandi S.n.c.
Aliprandi
S.n.c
Via Manzoni
Manzoni, 10
10
Via
20845 Sovico
Sovico
20050
(MB) Italy
(Milano)
Italy
Tel.0392013530
0392013530
Tel.
Fax0392013491
0392013491
Fax.
aliprandi@aliprandi.it
aliprandi@aliprandi.it

www.aliprandi.it

FAIRS

17-20 January
Zow Istanbul
International exhibition
of components and accessories
for the wood industry
www.zow.com.tr/
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Semifinished products, components and supplies
18-22 January
Meuble Paris
www.meuble-paris.net/
• Paris (France)
Furniture
23-26 January
Expopromueble
www.promueble.com.mx
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies
24-27 January
Klimahouse
International fair on energy
efficient construction
www.klimahouse.it
• Bolzano (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

FEBRUARY 2013
18-21 February
Zow Bad Salzuflen
www.zow.de/en/
• Bad Salzuflen (Germany)
Semifinished products, components and supplies
19-22 February
Eurobois
Construction and woodworking
machinery fair
www.eurobois.net
• Lion (France)
Woodworking technologies

MARCH 2013
5-9 March
Miff
Malaysian International
furniture fair
www.miff.com.my
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Furniture

30 January - 2 February
Samulegno
Biennial woodworking
machinery fair
www.samulegno.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Woodworking technologies
31 January - 3 February
Delhiwood
www.delhi-wood.com/
• New Delhi (India)
Woodworking technologies
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6-8 March
Woodmac China
www.woodmacchina.net
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies
7-9 March
Klimainfisso
www.fierabolzano.it/klimainfisso/
• Bolzano (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
11-13 March
Wood Expo China
International Timber Trade Fair
www.topepm.net
• Shanghai (China)
Wood
14-17 March
Legno&Edilizia
www.legnoeedilizia.com
• Verona (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
18-22 March
Fimma Brazil
www.fimma.com.br
• Bento Goncalves (Brasil)
Woodworking technologies
21-24 March
Expoedilizia
www.expo-edilizia.it
• Rome (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
27-30 March
Interzum Guangzhou
International exhibition
of woodworking machinery
and furniture industry
sub-supplies
www.interzum-guangzhou.com
• Guangzhou (China)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies

APRIL 2013
9-11 April
Wood and Woodworking
Machinery Show
www.dubaiwoodshow.com
• Dubai (Uae)
Woodworking technologies
9-14 April
iSaloni (Salone del mobile,
Salone ufficio, Salone satellite,
Euroluce, Eurocucina)
www.cosmit.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Furniture
10-13 April
Bws
www.messe.at
• Salzburg (Austria)
Woodworking technologies
16-19 April
Drema
www.drema.pl
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

MAY 2013
6-10 May
Ligna
World fair for the forestry
and wood industry
www.ligna.de/
• Hannover (Germany)
Woodworking technologies
13-16 May
Interzum
www.interzum.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies

JULY 2013

“OUR” EXHIBITIONS 2012
Xylon is present at:

13-17 October
Woodprocessing
Istanbul
22-26 October
Lesdrevmash
Moscow
25-27 October
Fenafor
Lima
21-24 December
Burmawood
Yangoon

2-6 July
Fitecma
Wood industry and furniture exhibition
www.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies

You can find the updated list of exhibitions on www.xylon.it
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CONTACTS

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing
CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses
and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

BONGIOANNI srl
Via Provinciale Revello, 89
I-12030 Envie (CN)
phone +39 0175 277261
fax +39 0175 277265
www.bongioanni.com
info@bongioanni.com
Vertical and horizontal log band
saws. Log carriages with variable axis.
Canter. Integrated working units
with circular blade. Vertical and
horizontal band resaw systems.
Multi-rip saws and edgers. Log
profiling units. Complete sawmill
systems for mass production.

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl
Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

The easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...

Cross cutting-Top speed
optimization-Automation
Cursal is the specialized Italian
company that produces the most
complete series of: crosscut saws
for wood and assimilated;
loading-unloading automations;
turnkey solutions and customised
cutting configurations for small,
medium, large sections; integration
into processing cycles from the large
sawmill production to semi-finished;
specific accessories and modular
components: Nc with software
interfaces, optical scanners for
automatic detection of
lengths-widths-defects, moisture
meters, printers etc.; personalized
advice for advanced systems;
complete and, on time, domestic and
foreign mechanic/electronic support.

PRIMULTINI spa
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.it - info@primultini.it
Wood processing machinery
and systems for sawmills.
Vertical and tilted log band saws,
log carriages with independent
Headblocks, tandem headrig,
chipping canter, one-headrig
and Twin resaws, Multi Rip Saws,
manual and automatic edging
line and saw servicing equipment.

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.
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Primary processing

SICAR SPA

Secondary processing

BIESSE spa

Via Lama 30
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 633111
fax +39 059 690520
www.sicar.it - sicarspa.info@sicar.it

Via della Meccanica, 16
I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

The Company Sicar spa produces
wood working machines with more
than 50 years of experience.
Thanks to the continuous technical
development and the strictly contact
with the international market
we are able to offer a complete
range of products for the small
and big industry.

The Biesse Wood Division product
line includes panel sizing centres,
vertical panel saws, manual and
automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines,
sanders, cnc machining centres,
routers, through feed boring
and inserting machines, material
handling equipment and packaging.

EBS srl
Via Del Lavoro 32/A
I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445364334
fax +39 0445370878
www.ebsbordatrici.it
ebs@ebsbordatrici.it
The company Ebs is specialized
in the production of automatic
edge-bander for the hobbist and the
small/big industry. The range includes
manual trimming and edge-banding
machine and in particular high
quality and reliability automatic
edge-banding machines projected
by an high-qualified technical staff.
The total aim of the company have
always been the continuous
improvement of the machine’s
quality, research and development.
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ELWOOD snc
di Bossi Franco e c.
Viale Industria, 66/2
I-27029 Gambolò (PV)
phone +39 0381 641279
fax +39 0381 648791
www.elwoodmac.it
info@elwoodmac.it
Over 30 years of experience
in designing and manufacturing
a wide range of edge banding
machines for both small and medium
companies and for industrial
productions.

ESSETRE spa
Via del Terziario, 20 I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com - info@essetre.com
Cnc machining centers to carry out
beams, roofs and wooden
elements for prefabricated houses,
structures for playgrounds,
walls and "block house”.
Cnc machining centers for
processing windows, doors,
arches, interior doors and stairs.
Automatic trimming line
for the automatic trimming
of pvc on doors and panels.
Automatic lines for milling,
cutting, edging plans
for kitchen tops and shelves.
Cnc machining centers for machining
curved elements, chairs, frames,
sofas, furniture. Cnc machining
centers for processing specific
doors and panels.
Automatic lines for carrying
out boring and milling
on furniture elements as drawers'
fonts, doors of wardrobes.
Special machines on request.

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

SCM GROUP spa
NUOVA PROGETTI snc
by Clerici Roberto & Rossetti Filippo
Design and manufactoring
of wood working machinery
Via Bonifica, 6
I-27030 Sant’Angelo Lomellina (PV)
phone +39 0384 55189 / 938018
fax +39 0384 559984
www.nuovaprogettimacchine.it
nuovaprogetti@arubapec.it
nuovaprogetti@libero.it
Cn milling machines; anuba machines;
cn working centers;
lines of production and special
machines for doors and frames;
automatic screwing of locks and
counterplates; wide range
of accessories and solutions.

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel
saws for cutting wooden panels,
plastic and acm products. Welded
steel frames, to grant rigidity and
precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also
grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam
saws with many different
configurations accordingly
to the panel sizes and thickness
requirements.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

CONTROL LOGIC srl

Woodworking machinery:
the widest range of products.

Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire
extinguishing systems for
industrial dust extraction systems.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it
The product range is wide in the
sector of traditional woodworking
machines: thicknessing planers,
surface planers, combined
surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,
combined saw-spindle moulder,
universal combined machines,
band-saws.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com
Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws,
longitudinal milling machines
with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology,
flooring industry technology,
doors and modern furnishing
industry technology.

O.M.A. IMPIANTI srl
Via Ponticelli, 51
I-51018 Pieve a Nievole (PT)
phone +39 0572 950148
fax +39 0572 953388
www.omaimpianti.com
info@omaimpianti.com
Components and suction plants
for dusts, smokes, fumes. Air
cleaning. Dry and water painting
booths. Pressurized painting plants.
Cleaners with activated charcoal
for solvents. Suction benches and
booths for the sanding powders.
Separator cyclones. Electric fans.
Inverters for the saving of energy.
Filtering groups and handled
sub-stations with mechanical
and automatic cleaning in
counter-current with compressed
air. Storage silos. Sparks bearing
system and automatic extinguishing.
Mills and refiners for wood.
Briquetts presses. Dryers. Pellets
presses. Complete plants for pellets
production. Boilers and warm air
generators for solid fuels.
Industrial insonorizations.
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Surface finishing
ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c
I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441
fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide
leader in the finishing of wooden,
plastic and non-ferrous material
products - designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines
for the wood, glass, metal and plastic
industries, tailored on customer
needs and requirements.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture.

Lacquering and printing lines for
furniture panels, hardboard, mdf or
chipboard panels, doors or parquet
flooring with roller or curtain coating
technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers,
flat or uv dryers. Lacquering and
printing on coils.

MAURI MACCHINE srl
Via M. Comacini, 12
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com
Finishing machines and lines
for mouldings. Finishing machines
and lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines
for doors and windows.
Special finishing machines and lines.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division
Via Europa, 5 I-21040 Morazzone (VA)
phone +39 0332 879573
fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com
info@epistolio.com
Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division,
with a 20 years experience
in developing and constructing
anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range
of complete solutions for automated
industrial painting applications
in the woodworking industry.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it
info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry
painting booth, water painting booths,
pressurising painting system
and suspended transport lines.

VD srl
GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63
I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801
fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with
application by spray, by roller coaters
and curtain coaters and drying
by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows.
Spray booths.
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Via U. Foscolo, 42/44
I-20034 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 311308
fax +39 0362 335887
www.vdsrl.it
commerciale@vdsrl.it
Finishing systems for plastic,
glass and wood products.
Roller coater machines, curtain coaters,
spray robot with single and double
head, spraying machines, hot air,
UV and vertical ovens.

Timber dryers

Auxiliary machines
and equipments

PRIBO srl

TERMOLEGNO srl
Via del Sile, 4 - Località Rauscedo
I-33095 San Giorgio della Richinvelda (PN)
phone +39 0427 94190/949802
fax +39 0427 949900
www.termolegno.com
info@termolegno.com
Termolegno: the value of drying
Dryers from 10m3 up to 250 m3,
pre-dryers, mini-dryers, tunnel-type
systems, turnkey drying plants,
dryers for the plant-health thermal
treatment of wooden crates,
control systems, steaming kiln,
electronic moisture tester.

Handling
and commissioning

Via Nazionale, 12 I-38080 Lardaro (TN)
phone +39 0465 901945
fax +39 0465 901959
www.pribo.it - info@pribo.it

VISCAT FULGOR srl
Viale Santuario, 42
I- 26012 Castelleone (CR)
P.O. Box 52 Castelleone
phone +39 0374 58217
fax +39 0374 57942
www.viscatfulgor.com
info@viscatfulgor.com
Viscat Fulgor, for over 50 years a
leader in the production of flash
butt welding machines, welding
machines for large band saw blades,
sharpening and file sharpening
machines, setting machines, brazing
machines, high-frequency generators
for induction braze-welding and
dust suction units.

Software

From over 40 years we propose
integrated solutions in material
handling and industrial automation
sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture
assembling, the automatic storage
and the handling.
Automatic warehouses,
lazer guided vehiculs (lgv),
robotized islands, conveyors,
sorter systems, assembling lines,
tilting units, management softwares.

Design, production, installation,
training, technical service for sawmill
machines and plants.
Machines and plants for timber
handling, debarkers for hard-wood
and soft-wood. Technology for
sawmill. Sorting plants up to 50
boxes, stacking and destacking lines
for planks, chipping plants for logs
and discards, plants for poles
processing, planing machines for
round poles, planing lines with
automatic loading and unloading,
impregnation machines.
Machines for the production
of shavings for animal litters.
Grinders for pallets and wood cases.
Assembly tables for carpenters.

Green economy,
use of residual wood

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com

Delivery
of complete plants

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093
fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com
info@ddxgroup.com
DDX develops Cad/Cam/Cim
software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid
wood machining using
3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses,
walls, beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;
“PowerSTAIRS” for staircases
design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind
of windows, french doors, internal
doors, entry doors and shutters.

ECOMEC srl
Via del Mella 57/59
I-25131 Brescia
phone +39 030 2680515 - 2680503
fax +39 030 2680890
www.por-srl.it
ecomec@por-srl.it
Construction of briquetting presses
and grinders for the recovery
of wood waste, dust, textile,
nonferrous materials, etcetera
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Tools and auxiliaries

FINK srl - Woodworking tools

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e
Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized
in the production of wood working
tools in solid carbide and
carbide-tipped, both standard
and special production.

Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2
fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete
sets of tools for windows, helicoidal
cutterheads, cutterheads for profiled
kinves, cutters in Hw welded,
circular saw blades, dia tools,
boring bits, solid carbide routers,
tools for cnc macchines,
trimming hoggers.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic
material working. Tools for automatic
boring machines and router bits for
cnc router machines. M.Conti
measuring devices for the
woodworking industry.
Special devices for door
and windows manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
C.P. UTENSILI snc
di Crescentini Roberta & C.
Via Montanelli, 71 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 282420
fax +39 0721 281893
www.cpwoodtools.com
office@cputensili.it - sales@cputensili.it
CP Utensili, a company which
process woodworking tools since
1968, is the ideal partner for tooling
solution on demand.
The German Quality Norm
“BG-Prüfzert” for the high
production standard and
an export quote of 80% confirms
the international prestige
of the company.
Flexibility and fast delivery
was always the way to success.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been
to design and build cutting tools for
machining wood, board materials
and plastics. Specialists in cnc tooling.

FUL - FABBRICA UTENSILI
LAVORAZIONE LEGNO srl
Via L. Fumagalli, 22
I-22066 Mariano Comense (CO)
phone +39 031 756037
fax +39 031 756851
www.fultools.it - fultools@fultools.it
Ful srl has been producing tools
for the woodworking, plastic and
aluminium for more than 30 years.

Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2
I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Production of specials mechanical
fixing and diamond tools
for wood working cnc machinery.

ZUANI srl

LEITZ ITALIA srl
Industriezone, 9 I-39011 Lana (BZ)
phone +39 0473 563533
fax +39 0473 562139
www.leitz.org - lana@leitz.org
Leitz is a leading technology
manufacturer of machine-driven
precision tools and process designed
tool systems for the professional
processing of solid wood, wood
derived and plastic materials.
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Via dell'Artigiano, 57
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it - info@zuani.it
Zuani Company is a leading
Italian manufacture of tools for
the Woodworking industry.
We are producers of high precision
tooling with tc reversible tips
as well as reversible profiling
cutters for cnc automatic
and traditional woodworking
machineries for wooden windows,
doors and furnitures production.

Lacquers

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIES
Adhesives and glues

Agents
and wood trades

DURANTE & VIVAN SPA
Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 23
I-33080 Ghirano di Prata (PN)
phone +39 0434 605211
fax +39 0434 605204
www.durante-vivan.com
info@durante-vivan.com

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA
ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings,
fire-retardant coatings
and pigmented coatings.
Products for parquet floors, special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6
I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797
fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started
here in Italy the production
of 3-layer wood elements for
window and door building.
We have been gaining a lot of
experience during these years and
we can now offer them in several
wood species, such as: Okoumé,
Ozigo, Slavonjan Oak, Tulipier
and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue
pvac - d4 - en 205 only.

Glues and adhesives
for the woodworking and furniture
industry: hot melt, PVAc glues,
uf glues,polyurethane water
dispersion, solvent based adhesives.

ICA spa
Division ITALIAN COATINGS
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.italiancoatings.com
info@italiancoatings.com
A new definition of Italian quality.

TRA.WOOD srl
Via San Giacomo, 10
I-20862 Arcore (MB)
phone +39 039 6180091
fax +39 039 6015532
Branch Torino: +39 011 8194519
www.trawood.it - info@trawood.it
North America: hardwoods
and softwoods.
Lumber, ripped strips, components
and laminated windows scantlings:
Hemlock, Douglas Fir, White Oak,
Ash.
Europe: laminated windows
scantlings and finger jointed.
Asia: laminated windows scantlings.
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SMART
TECHNOLOGIES
FOR CUSTOM

MADE
SOLUTIONS

www.comecgroup.com

A new beginning

Camam . T h e s t ory c o n tin u e s.
Dear customers,
Today is a brand new day for Camam. A day that coincides with the new birth of a company that in the past contributed
passionately to the growth of the Italian ‘Chair District’. For this reason, we want to share with you the achievement of
a broad-based strategic vision that can find its new lifeblood in the innovation, vanguard and technical progress. In this
way, in fact, we will guarantee for Camam a sound path forward, thanks to the support of a market leading group who
will come along with us, even though with the utmost freedom and company autonomy, granting us new energies, new
technologies and sharing a next-generation development platform.

“The time has come for remarkable changes in Camam. I am proud to pass on the helm of the
company to somebody who will know how to treasure such an outstanding technological legacy
that must not go wasted. I place it in good hands to let it grow in the name of progress”.
Lucio Bergamasco
President of COMEC Group

Livio Fantini
CAMAM Project Manager

Renewed passion,
looking into the future as leaders.
w w w.cam am srl.it

